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"With Malice toward None, withjCjiajritjfcr
Volume

ROY,

XV.

friend.
o-

-

A letter from Prof. R. S.
Trumbull announces that he has

New Mkxico,

Elmer Cole writes Prof. Russel
just learned that the order unfrom "France" using stationery
der which he was closing up his
from a K.C. Camp reminiscing a
Ry
work for the
and
little from School days in Roy
was jjot meant for his line of
and expressing a longing for
work and he is to continue his
letters from his old friends. .
efforts for the bettermept of the
lie sends the following poetic
people along this line.
effort of a friend in camp who is
We shall especially welcome
on the subject of
him on the trip he promises to
letter from home- make to the mesa soon and are
glad he is to remain with us.
How my heart longs for the fire
He is here this week and encou
side
raged several farmers ta plant an
In my home across the sea
experimental patch of spring And the loved once
left behind
' '" "
wheat if it rains soon,
me
E-- P

-

County,

Mora

S--

John Worley left Saturday for
Portland, Oregon where he will
work in the Govt,
His brother and Mr. Snyder
have been working there since
their arrival on their overland
trip in the car and they say
there is work for many more
Miss Martha Fluhmann was men than they can get.
taken home from the Hospital
Wednesday. Her recovery has
Mrs. II. M, Benson and two
been very rapid considering her
Mrs. T. E. Mttchel of the children came to Roy th e
injuries.
remembered her with lowers 4th and attended Chautauqua
from the Albert Ranch where and visited friends till Saturday.
ship-yard- s.

she was ence employed.

S--A,

body.

13,

Ernest Anderson writes from
Camp Mabry, Texas, givingevry
body a "Jackin'up" for not
writing. It seems the letters
written him has not all reached
him and he was enjoying a large
in' how he
sized peeve---Thtake3 it out on them- is

der
And I tell her of the night

lion-heart-

Write a letter toa soldier
Full of cheerfulness and joy,

"ÑÜMDKR 2i)

1918.

Write a letter to a soldier
When you havent much to do,
T,will brace somehomesick fellow
Who is feeltng pretty blue
Oh our hoys are
And they'll whip their weight
in snakes
But
their lonesome
they
have
Who are waiting there for me,
'
moments
,
In the darkness of the barracks
When,
full
of
are
hearts
their
In spririt I am there
aches.
Kneeling there beside my mother
As her head is bowed in pray'r There are hours when they are
'
longing
Still dreaming in my slumbers
For their homes so far away,
jnow tne cnuaren round me And the girls they left behind
play
them
And I'm tellidgmy adventures
And the parents old and gray,
In a happy carefree way.
And a letter, full of sunshine
Little Bertha seems so happy
Makes their melancholy shrink
To have me back again,
Thererefore get your pen in
In her imagination
action
I'm the greatest of all men.
demijohn
of ink.
With a
And she looks at me with won

We are in receipt of a long
Harry Bfiss was down from
article from the State Eecord
Dawson
Saturday and called to
Sante Fe assaulting the Hearst
have
sent to him in
the
Publications for their assialts on
Is
glad
He
now that he
President Wilson and "Teddy" future.
It is very radical and may be remained last spring instead of
oes not giving way to the temptation to
true and it cretainly
win our favor to the Hearts style come to the claim since the '
drought struck his place hard.
of newspapers policy.
- But rather than publish anything "Scurrulous" we refrain Scott Arnold visited at home
from publishing anything about last week returning to his job at
it. Newspapers must, he very Springer where he works for
careful what they say absut any- Douglas Wright.

July

"

like-mind-

A brother of Jack Fox who is
working for P. M. Woodward,
was injured Tuesday in a runaway with a team and disc. Dr.
Plumlee woe called and dressed
his wounds which were not serious.

Saturday,

Soldier Boys Poetry for the
Home Folks.

Trainman Killed Trumbull Stays
Clarence Hightower, a well
known br'eakman on the Dawson
line fell under the wheels at
Abbott July 4th and his arm and
leg crushed off. He had jumped
from the engine t5 turn a switch
and lighting in loose cinders he
'
fell. He was gathered up and
rushed to the Dawson hospitalwhere he died soot after arriving
there. A special train was run
from Tucumcari to bring his wife
to his bedsice but arrived too late
Trainmen on this line are very
much like home folks to Royand
loss of a
we deeply regret-th-

,

Red Cross News! I.O.O.F. Installs
Mrs. F. A. Roy and Mrs. Irvin
Ogden, President and Secretory
of the Roy Red Cross Chapter
w?re invited to Solano Tuesday
to assist the ladies there in forming a Branch and getting started
in War work. They went on
'
the train and came back in
Mr. Wensells car sent for them.
An Auxiliary was formed instead to meet conditions better.
All persons desiring to renew
their membership in the Ameri
can Red Cross please leave your
request for renewal and $1.00
with the Membership Chairman
Mrs. C. L. Justice or at the Bank
or with Al.S. Hansortor J.Floer- sheim at the stores. Those who
are not members may become
such by applying in the same
way and depositing a dollar,

It is required of the Red Cross
to have a list of the addresses of
all the boys from this end of the
county for reference in their war
work. The parents and friends
of all our boys are asked to leave
--

their

addresses with

Al.

S.

Hanson at the Roy Trading Co.
Store and thus assist in getting
this list.

Let the
to thunA check from the Mountin
That we overtook the Germans
der
Division A. R. C. at Denver for
And licked them in the fight;
It wont help a lonesome boy; $504.05 refund to the Roy ChapAnd mother now is smiiing
Tell the soldier your we betting ter from the recent War Drive,
As I tell her what we ate
He will make tho Teuton fly,
was received by the Chapter
'
She knows there '11 be no kicking Tell him all is hunky-dorMonday. This is the 25 percent
now
And the goose is hanging high of the total amount collected re
Whatever's on the plate.
Tell him all, his friends are turned to the Chapter. Very
kind
words commending the
Now father fills his long stem- -'
banking
;
liberality
of this jurisdiction acmed pipe
On the big things he'll achieve
companied
the remittance.
And contentedly he smokes
Let him kuow he's not forgotton
Oh what happiness it is to me
Since he took his final leave;
To be back among my folks,
The Red Cross Work Room is
What joy to hear them laughing Write a letter to a soldier
open every Monday and WednesEre you go to bed toninght,
day afternoons and all day'Thurs
in the voices clear and sweet
poor chap is tired of i,day. Reports
Sime
That sent,' me away with the
to the contrary, are
w
waiting rt
' unfounded. All ladies
promise
are urged
To come back without defeat For the letter you wont write.
to come and help.
"Soh-StuiT"g-

o

y

.
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Atan informal meatmg of thfe
Oddfellows Lodge Wednesday ev
ening it was decided to meet and
install officers on next Wednesday evening without fail.
Due to the attraction of the
Chautauqua last week the install
ation was not held then. A committee will have a lunch eady to
serve after lodge,
R. A. Pendleton was elected
Janitor and given entire charge
of the hall and the renting of it
Much other important business
was discussed and next week's
meeting will be the beginning of
a busy revival of the activities of
the lodge. All members are ur?
ged to be present.

Chautauqua
o

The Chatauqua last week provided entertainment for a good
sized audience at every program.
People came from other towns
and long distance in the country,
to attend. The guaranteed sales
were so small on season tickets
that the guarantors were stuck
for the entire amount they subscribed and the organization resorted to the method of getting
pledges for the purchase of the
tickets for next year. The full
amount was not quite pledgd on
the last night but nearly so and
we will learn later whether we
will have chautauqua next year.
Some of the talent was fully up
to the standard of the larger
Chautauqua while some was not
quite so good. Mr. Gneeson the
young Russian lecturer was fine
and the Swiss Yodler were high
class ariist whom all could appreciate and enjoy. Mr. and Mrs.
Scott the entertainers on the last
day were among' the cleverest.
Should conditions warrant it.
we have no doubt the Chautauqua
may be guaranteed for next
year but the war and the drought,
and several other things leave a
guess at the future somewhat of
a gamble and people prefer to
save ther money and credit for
the bigger necessities for the
"

A copy of the Soldiers paper
published in Camp Kearney, Calif
reaches us compliments of Alfred
Devenport. It is a Patriotic 4th
of July issue and very intersting
alas! I've been but dreaming It will take you fifteen minutes
A party of the enthusiastic
h many ways. Al is still in the But.
Such a letter to compose
Of a day I may never see
Red
Cross Ladies of Mosquero
The Griner Sisters and .'Mrs. hospital from his injuries and The day of the battle's ending And youll hearten up a soldier
Thursday to get the print called
Seat, drove to Folsom, Tues- frets at the fate that keeps him
Who is billed to face the' foes; ing done for their big Patriotic
When home with the folks I'll
day and will be guests of the from active duty.
Make it bright and brave and day July 24th. Theyre going at present.
be,
Sparks family. Miss Lillian is
breezy,
God shorten these weary hour3
Our opinoin is that a Lyceum
it in the right way.
taking Ih.t vacation from the
R. E, Alldredge left Monday,
courage,
smiles and snap
of
Full
The days of blood and strife
which would gave us a god
cours
Roy Trading Co. store and .en- for Illinois to visit his daugter,
That each may go back to his Show the confidence your feeling
Mrs.
D. Williams has entertainment of similar kind
Ollis
joying it in this way.
Helen ánd take a vacation visit
In thi. outcome of the sdrap.
mother
made another application to make once a month thniout the year
Miss Vivia is remaining at
His sweetheart or his wife.
proof
on her claim. The last would be a more practical method
And some soldier boy will bless
home to care for the chickens
applied too soon and. as a whole week of a show twice,
she
time
you
and kesp house during their
Milnor Rudolph; Jr. who is in
could
not
make proof for lack of a day gets tirsome while one at
As he takes his little gun
absence.
training at the Mare Island Navy
sufficient
residence.
a time would meet a real need
Yard, has been home at Mora on ON THE WAY TO WAR And prepares to shoot the gizzard
of the town and community.
lewd,
immoral
Hunn.
the
From
a furlough' He is enthused over
By TRUE ALEXANDER, former
Rev. Howell and family drove That is only a private opinion
Roberts and Olver the lumber- the Navy.
Roy boy, enlisted April 18th, and now
Roy Wednesday in their new and dont go if opposition develop
to
men, are building an office at the
'
in France.
,
Ford
and went on to Solano to es.
lumber and ccal yard. They have
The Chautaqua Committee will
visit
their daughter, Mrs. Jr.
Mrs. Oppenherm, sister to Mrs. Boys did you ever stop and wonder meet at Judge Foster's office
been useing a shed building
Ogden.
temporarily but this will be a J. Floorsheim left Monday for What a great wovld this would Monday evening to settle np the
be
her home in San Franciso after
real office.
business of this year and plan
Ab. Wagner and Ben Sandlin,
Kaiswhip
When
Yankees
the
the
an extended visit here. Her son
We were treated to a drive out
for the future. All members were down from Chateau Tueser
is soon to. go into the Army and
into
the country north Sundav
present.
be
please
Mrs. M. Conner and Jr. and
day after the doctor for a sick
And set the whole world free.
going.
hastened
this
her
thru
Mrs.
the kindness of Mr. and
neighbor. Mr. Sandlin will have
w.ie were in town early Tuesday Oppenheim has
mornpreach
Abernathy. We drove into
formed
will
Mrs.
many
Rev.
Hearn
Then the war would end tomormorning. We all .looked for mud
another sale in the near futurei
enduring friendships during her
evening
rain
the
Christian
belt to see what it had
the
and
ing
at
row
on their wheels but failed to see stay in Roy
Sunday.
and has endeared
Roy
done.
Not
Next
in
that we doubted the
Church
And no German Flag would
it.
Irvin Ogden Jr. has rented his word of those who had rain but
herself to all who know her. She
float
farm to James Livingston, and
has been active in Red, Cross And our boys could come home
It is fine to see.
his stock to his father-in-ataken
CLOSING NOTICE
GARAGE
work and every other public
eight miles north it is dry
For
safely
Rev. Howell to care for and
enterprise and the return visit. On the good old battle boat.
as here, then the grass gets,
By request of the Government has gone away to work, he dont
wiil bhaj'ed
greener and crops begin to show
th
On aeeount of being called for ff. p"Tses
The Roy Garages know just where. It hasnt rainDepartment
There would be no airplanes fight
up.
At Jess Larue's it begind to
V
Military Service' I will sell my HY'
MV
will close each evening at 6 ed at all for him this summer but
ing
.
look
really good and for some
entire outfit of household goods reutuveo. ivirs. r joersneim ac
beginning Monday, July he will have 50 acres of wheat
o'clock
blue
In
above
heads
the
our
companied
her as far as French
miles north it is simple fine with
and furniture at a big reduction-Everythi- ng
will close all day Sun- put in and try it ' again after
and spent (he night with her sons But brough home and remodeled 15th, and
prospects
for beans and feed
is practially new and
day thereafter.
next year.
passengers instead.
Fcr
Springer,
good
returning
at
crops
Tuesday.
as we ever saw.
as
in good condition. It consists of-- Parties storing cars may take
o
by the Brand
Coming
back
guns
war
cannon
and
then the
them out between the hour of Mrs. F. B Misner, brought the School it was fine as far as S. F..
Btiffet. Dining Table, 6 Chairs
De
away
saiely stacked
Lonia
eight and nine A.M. and between auto down to have repairs on it
Library Rocking Chair, Straight
Davis, farm. To the north of the
e
And kept for
relics
Mrs.
Taylor
Tucumof
six and seven P. M.
at the Roy Garage Wednesday house nice and gree- n- to the
chair, Small Rocker, Chiffonier,
glorious
the
day.
Of
freedom
No Gasolin or supplies or Mr. Minser is at Tulsa Okla. on a
Kitchen Cabinet, "New Perfec- cari visited friends here several
south dry enough to start a
days
returning
home
Tuesday,
your
Then
mothers, sisters, bro labor can be secured after these business trip,
tion" 4 Burner Oil Stove,
prairie
fire all the way to town.
She appreciates our high cool
Special concessions will
thers
hours
Heating Stove, Mattress, Springs
mesa weather and would like to
Miss Docia Smith left SaturWill be waiting at the door
be given in the case of Doctors
Pillows and many other articles.
Any one having a field of
stay here if only her home was There to meet you and to greet in strictly professional calls.
day for her old home, Marfa,
If you are in the market for here.
within a reasenable distwheat
visit.
a
you
We trust our patrons and the Texas for
any of these things see me at
Roy not of sufficient
of
ance
On returning from the war.
people of the community will co
my office or, call at the house opand which fhe
to
harvest
value
Wheat harvest is on this week
Mrs. M. D. Gibbs is still very There's another one still waiting operate with us in this necessary
posite the Christian Church
wish to waste please
restriction to help "Win the War' it is a ghastly jole but will yield does not
ill with Typhoid, her case has
With heart so kind and true
notify.'
BEFORE JULY 18th
seed for fall planting which is a
ROY GARAGE
grown alarmingly serious the She is waiting for a loved one
O. W.Heara, Roy N. M.
BRO'S
better than shipping it in.
lot
Roy
ABBOTT,
GILSTRAP
T.
N.M,
J.
past week.
And

Mr. Sargent will lead Christan
Endeavor next Sunday evening.
Special Program, all invited to
come and enjoy it.

--
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Where it Rained

Selling Out

j

old-tim-

--

that one

may be you.

THE

FOREIGN

All EPITOME OF
LATE UVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROQRX3
OP EVENTS AT
' HOME AND ABROAD.
.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Wmm Newipaper

Union Itewe

ei

tit.

ABOUT THE WAE
Over a million U. S. troop are now
In France.
Finland is reported to be on the
verge of declaring war againBt the al
lies.
The allies captured over 8,000 prisoners and downed 173 German planes

last

I

SPANISH-AMERICA-

week.

Twenty Norwegian vessels aggre
gating 26,833 gross tons, were sunk
during June.
The Germans have been repulsed in
an attempt to retake the village ot
Mamel and the wooded positions fur
ther south.
Further gains against the Austrians
and repulse ot counter attacks were
reported In an official dispatch from
Italian headquarters.
The Austrian war office admits the
complete evacuation by the Austrian
forces of the two important strategic
positions of Col del Rosso and Monte
di Val Bella, on the western end of the
Italian front.
Five hundred prisoners, virtual an
Blhllatlon of a complete German regl
ment and heavy captures of military
booty was the record of American
forces near Chateau-Thierry- ,
General
Pershing reported.
Destruction in European waters of
Ave German submarines by British
transports and American destroyers
convoying them, was described by
passengers who arrived at an Atlan
tic port July 4 on an 'English liner,
Complete success crowned the
splendid surprise attack made by the
Australians at dawn July 4 against
the Germans between Vlllers-Br- e
tonneuz and the Somme an attack
which bad been specially set to co
incide with Independence day.
forces have inflicted a
.severe defeat upon the Bolshevik
troops, according to a telegram re
ceived In London from Irkutsk, Siberia,
The Bolshevlkl are said to have been
completely defeated west ot Irkutsk
and to have been driven out of the re
gion to the east of Lake Baikal.
The British front east ot Amiens, on
each side of the Avre and along the
Somme river, seems to be the storm
center of the France battle front. Aus
trallans, assisted by American detach
ments, on July 4 drove the Germans
out of Hamel and the Valre and the
tHarael woods, to the south, at the
same time launching a secondary at
tack on the German positions north of
the Somme. Since that time the lines
before Amiens have been active.
Ctech-Slova-

WESTERN
With thousands of persons crowding
Its streets, Laclede, Mo., combined the
celebration of America's declaration
of independence with a day of tribute
to Gen. John J. Pershing, who was
born there, Sept. 13, 1860.
t The Heristeln Feed Company, oper
ating in Clayton, N. M.; Estancia, N.
M., and Greeley, Colo., was given an
order by the National Food Adminis
tration, to become effective July 9, revoking its buying and selling license
for an indefinite period.
A. munitions plant costing $15,000,- 000 and employing 20,000 persons will
coon be constructed In St. Louis.
Two children of Mr. and Mrs. John
Dewltt, a girl, aged 8, and a boy, aged
4, were burned to death at Snowflake
When the Dewltt home was destroyed
by fire. Two other boys, aged 12 and
10, in trying to rescue the others, received burns which will prove fatal.
Funeral services for Benjamin R.
Tillman, for nearly twenty-fou- r
years United States senator from
South Carolina, who died in Washington, were held July 3 In the Presbyterian church at Trenton, S. C.
Burial was made in a nearby cemetery.

WASHINGTON
The Senate passed a resolution requesting the President to issue a proclamation calling on the American people to observe noon prayer during the
war.
Secretary Daniels has named a new
torpedo boat destroyer the Tillman, In
honor of the late Benjamin R. Tillman
of South Carolina, member of the naval affairs committee for nearly twenty-fou- r
years and chairman of it for five
years.
Further restrictions on the importation of manganese ore were announced
by the war trade board. Importation
of the ore from Asia and Australasia
has been prohibited as to ocean shipments made on and after July 20. The
board also announced that flaxseed
and linseed have been placed on the
list of restricted imports.
A credit of $100,000,000 was granted
to France by the treasury, making the
total advanced to France to date
and the total credits to the
allies of $6,081,590,000.

Viscount Rhondda (David Alfred
Thomas), the British food controller,
died in London.
Premier Botha of the Union ot South
Africa has issued a statement showing
that serious unrest exists,
Mohammed V, taltal of Turkey,
died July S, says a Constantinople
dispatch received by way of Vienna.
In all the allied countries and
their colonies the American Independence day was observed in an unprecedented manner.
The Dutch cabinet will place the
resignation of its members in the
hands of Queen Wllhelmlna, says the
Nleuwe Rotterdamache Courant.
Cardinal Sebastian MartinelU, prefect of the Sacred Heart Congregation
ot Rites and former papal delegate to
the United States, died in Rome.
Queen Wllhelmlna, according to a
Reuter dispatch from The Hague, has
requested the ministry to retain office
for the present to wind up current af
fairs.
Following a conference be'tween Emperor Karl, Count Czernln and Baron
Burlan, the Vienna Neue Frele Presse
declared that Csernln would be reappointed foreign minister.
outbreaks have occurred in Jaroslau and other Gall-cla- n
towns, according to information
received by the Jewish correspondence bureau from Vienna.
The British admiralty announced
that during the month of June 134,-16- 9
gross tons of merchant shipping
was completed in the United Kingdom yards and entered for service.
Martial law has been proclaimed in
the Austrian duchy of Styrla, the newspaper Pester Lloyd of Budapest announces. The measure was taken, it is
said, in order to deal with mutiny and
desertion.
The first contingent of American
troops to arrive in Italy within forty-eighours established itself in camp.
The men are sleeping under their own
tents and feeding from their own
kitchens.
German newspapers report the rapid
spread ot Spanish influenza In Bremen, Hamburg, Hanover and other
The Frankfurter Zeltung says
some factories in Frankfort have from
d
to
f
their workers absent because of the disease.
American naval forces, comprising
250 vessels and 43,000 men, are now in
European waters, operating In all
areas from the White sea to the Adriatic, Admiral Sims declared In a
fpllnw.
sueech at the
ship meeting In London.
Gen. Otto von Below has been appointed commander-in-chie- f
on th
Italian front, according to Munich
papers. Another change reported it
Field Marshal Artur Arz von Straus
senburg, chief of staff, is replaced by
Gen. Krauss. According to the Mu
nich Zeltung, Austrian military circles attribute the defeat on the Piavc
mainly to the strike in the Budapest
munition factories.
Andrew Bonar Law, chancellor ol
the exchequer, speaking in the
House of Commons in London, said
that one would have thought thai
nothing new as regards German brutality could have happened, but th
sinking of the Canadian hospital
ship Llandovery Castle was an unspeakable outrage. Nothing could be
gained, he added, by talking about
this last example of frightfulness.
Anti-Semet- lo

clt-lef-

one-thir-

one-hal-

Amrln-Amprlro- n

SPORT
Ralph de Palma won the
Liberty handicap automobile race at
the Sbaronvllle speedway at Cincin
nati, by finishing almost a full lap ot
e
the
course ahead of Tom
100-mll- e

two-mil-

Sergt. Earl Craddock of Camp
Dodge, Iowa,' world champion wrestler,
e
obtained the first fall over Yussif
in their match at Casper, Wyo.,
by a bar arm and head lock in one
hour and one minute.
Hub-san-

Jack Dempsey knocked out Bob De-vere at Joplin, Mo., in the first round
of a scheduled twelve-rounfight.
d

GENERAL
Rear Admiral Aaron Ward, U. S. N.,
retired, died at his borne at Roslyn, N.
Y., after three days' Illness from heart
trouble.
Mrs. Mary Greeley, sister of Ad
miral George Dewey, died at hei
home at Montpelier, Vt. She was 79
years of age.
Special railroad rates of 1 cent a
mile for farm workers were asked of
the railroad administration by the Department of Labor.
'
The production of feldspar in the
United States in 1917 amounted tc
126,715 long tons of crude material,
valued at $474,767.
A revised list of the casualties at
the explosion af the Semett-Solvaplant at Syracuse, N. Y., shows forty-fivdead and fifty injured.
Domestic mines produced approxi
mately 4,000 short tons of strontium
ore In 1917, according to flgurei
compiled by the United States Geological Survey.
Federal agents held two men in con
nection with the fire which destroyed
the .Orange Maritime Corporation's
plant near Orange, Tex. Three nearly
completed schooners valued at $225,- 000 each were destroyed. Tho loss la
about $1,000,000.
American aid has served to chanee
the tide of the fighting. The Ameri
can attacks around Chateau Thierry,
the French operations at Soissons and
the British operations on the Somme
and in Flanders probably were prompt
ed by the weakness of the enemy at
those points.
y

e
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AMBASSADOR

Pithy News Items

Slice Libby's Veal Loaf amj

smith with cucumber, Water
es and salad dressing

ASSASSINATED

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico

COUNT

VON MIRBACH

8HOT

very temptlngl

BY

UNKNOWN MEN DIE8 ALMOST
INSTANTLY.

Weetern Newepep.r Union Newe Service.
COMINO EVENTS.

Hound-u- p
Aus.
and Bporta Car
nival at Masdalcna.
October Annual meeting New Mexloo
fubllo Health Association.

Home Guard company has been
formed at Tucumcarl.
Justlnlano Baca shipped two carloads of wool, hides and pelts from

MOVE TO SAVE RUSSI

A

Magdalena,

The Knights ot Columbus of New
Mexico will begin a big drive to raise
the sum of $60,000,
Roswell is to have a ceremonial sea
slon of Shrlners, held by Ballut
Abyad temple on July 27.
Governor LIndsey granted pardons
to Chrlstos Emanuel Orfanakls, Hen
ry Cox. and Sidney J. McCracken.
Clinton Hawes, who bas a ranch
near Portales, was arrested charged
with the larceny ot several calves.
The presentation of the silver aerv
let to the battleship New Mexico, on
behalf of the state, occurred Monday,
Harvesting is proceeding favorably
throughout New Mexico according to

Veal Loaf
with such flavorl

LANDED A4 AM Eft
ICA JOINS ALLIES TO KEEP
SLAVS FROM HUN.

U. 8. MARINES

delicately flavored Veal Loaf
with such perfection by
Libby's expert chefs in the immaculate Libby kitchens that you will
always want these chefs to make it for
you. You find it so appending, so
nutritious a meat at such little cost

THIS

Weiters Newepaper Union Newe Service.

íaris, July 8. Gen. Count von Mirbach, German ambassador to Russia,
bas been assaoslnated in Moscow, ac
cording to a Berlin report received by
Two unknown
the Havas agency.
-

men asked for an sudience witn the
tnd trouble.
German ambassador Saturday morn
Order Libby's Veal Loaf for lunching, then attackeu him, wounding him
today. Serve either hot or cold,
eon
fol
They
with shots from a revolver.
your family will delight in it
lowed this by throwing grenades
Von Mirbach died almost instantly,
Libby, M?NeiU A Libby, Chicago
The assassins fled and have not been
arrested.
Washington. Russia Is to be res
reports to the United States Weather
cued from the clutches ot the mon
Bureau.
8o to Speak.
This Season's Objective.
Iter of Berlin.
"I hear he spoke feelingly."
sumgoing
you
are
"Where
this
Thirty days was the sentence im
House
At a conference at the White
"You might call it feelingly,
posed on Arnok Leis in Federal Court Saturday, the position
which the mer!"
"Don't know for sure," replied the kept groping around for a word."
liquor
to
selling
at Santa Fé for
United States will take regarding in young
man. "France, I hope."
soldier.
tervention in the country which Pres
Red CroM Bag Bine, much better, goet
Edward Moore, a negro from Okla ident Wilson described in bis Mount
The little word "but" blunts the farther thin liquid blue. Get from an)
noma wo went to Albuquerque some Vernon speech as "for the moment un
grocer. Adv.
point of many a good argument.
time ago as a healthseeker, was found organized and helpless," was decided
on.
dead in his room.
Beauty is often one woman's thorn
Time Isn't always money to the mai
It Is believed that, acting in accord in another woman's flesh.
who does business on credit
The State Council of Defense has
given unqualified endorsement to the with the wishes of the allied council
Salvation Army war work drive to be which met at Versailles, military ac
tlon will be taken. United States ma
put on in this state.
rines already bave landed at Vladiv
The Food Administration ordered ostok and Kola.
'
"""""
the seizure of B. Nicholson's supply
'
who broke
The Czecho-Slovakmanua
sugar
of
at Columbus. He is
,
away irom
are exjjl
facturer of soda water.
pected to form the nucleus of the
Several Clovls people have filed army to operate in Russia.
olaims on the salt lake southwest ot
From Tokio comes word that Ja
Portales, which Is said to contain pan will refuse to take part In any
Intervention in Siberia, unless the
heavy deposits of potash.
Clyde Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs, United States joins the other allies
Henry Nelson of Portales, was bitten in requesting Japan to act.
Leaders of the Murmansk coast
by a large rattlesnake while playing
people recently appealed to the Amerwith some other boys in the yard,
ican and allied consuls at Kola for
Ernest Utterback, of Hagerman, protection. German troops are re
sold a fine team ot mules for $500, ported to the southward on the rail
which is claimed to be the highest road leading to the Arctic at Kola.
price ever paid for mules In the state, With the allied naval forces guarding
The fourth annual Cowboy's Re a store ot supplies at Kola and along
union at East Las Vegas was largely the railroad, the Murman coast is one
T
Ved
attended, and there were contestants of the possible fields for operations
me
nlf
for the Drizes from all parts of the by the allies In the east under the
in
new policy toward Russia.
West.
mot
rl) In
The State Corporation Commission
ly md
Copenhagen.
GOING TO ALLIES ho?
The entire population
has received a notice that. on JubL
ar daof.
of
Coin
the
Murmansk coast (on the Kola
the American hallway Express
ta , to
ma
peninsula bordering the White sea and
pany took over eight express
te
t the
HI
the Arctic) has broken with Russia
of
and joined the entente, according to
tpick-- t One
tet
Governor LIndsey has appointed a dispatch to Vardoe, Norway,
an
the
to
Lytton R. Taylor financial agent for Christiana
Being
y ths
mi
Tldens Tegn. A supply ol
the SUte Council ot Defense in Dona provisions from
wl
in
the United States hat
Ana county, to succeed J. O. Miller,
a mi
arrived at Murmansk, the dlsnatcb
who resigned.
mltu
says.
tor xol
on'
Bert B. Green of Magdalena, aged
London, July 8. The Australian
et and
Shipments of neat have been going R.
29 years, was instantly killed by troops advanced their line northeast
is the to the allies for some time at the rate
lightning at the Green ranch near the of Vlller8 Bretonneux on a front ol
w 70 of 16.000 pounds a minute. As the B
Wallace draw, in the western part of 2,000 yards, according to Field Mar
I 117. shipments are kept up during a ten
all
M
Socorro county.
of hour day they amount to 1,000,000 Wi
bal Halg'a report from British head
ban pounds dally. The meat goes to solDelflde Gonzales, reported killed in quarters in France.
tf. the diers of the United States and the al- el
wi
action, enlisted in the army about
lies and to the civilian population of $2t
.des
The Italians have succeeded in clear
nine months ago. He was the son ot
iget all the countries at war with
the
Mrs. Flores Gonzales, a widow, who ing the Austrians out of a very consid
civ
erable part of the terrain the eneray
Uves at Tucumcarl.
CMeofO ZVibiM, mm t, Mil
Fire broke out in one of the big oil bad been clinging to noar tbo north
tanks on the Oasis farms near Ros mouth of the Plave, between the new
well, and before the flames could be and old beds of the river.
In hard fighting the Austrian resist
gallons ot
subdued nearly 10,000
ance was broken in the area close to
smudge oil was burned.
the Adriatic, General Diaz's troops
Col. J. B. Priddy oí Portales, re
moving the invaders across the new
ceived word from the adjutant general, instructing him to proceed at bed from Grlsolera to the sea, appro
once with the organization ot a com- lmately five miles. Vienna admits a
loss of ground here.
pany of home guards.
There is nothing but compliments
The
orders are being for
the Americans upon the occasion
enforced at Carlsbad.
of their first appearance in an attack
Guadalupe Montane and Victoriano side by
side with British troops. To
Cardenas, Mexicans living near Hur- the Australians who formed
the major
ley are In the county jail accused of portion
of the force which carried out
the murder of Valerio Perez near San the brilliant Fourth of
July attack on
Jose on the night of June 17.
s
the Amiens front, northeast of Villers- Fritz Kohlmayer and his associates Bretonneux, is conceded the larger
of Demlng are now working a group part of the glory. The hitherto un
of twenty-thre- e
claims north of the tried American troops are coming in
Mirage station and are taking out man- for the highest praise
for the part they
ganese ore that has assayed 69 per took In the fighting through Hamel.
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Austria-Hungary-

One Carload

Every Two Minutes
15,000 POUNDS

.re MEAT A MINUTE

,

Hog Out Every
Four
Sent
Abroad

These statements

were made by a prominent representative of
the United States Food
Administration.

work-or-fig-

industry in the
country has played a
No

more important part in

cent.
The new line of the South Plains
and Santa Fé railway, running southwest from Lubbock, Tex., to
was taken over by the operat
ing department and regular train
Sea-grave-

service established.
That the draft age should not be
lowered to 18 years is the opinion of
Mrs. W. E. LIndsey, wife of the governor, who made an interesting talk
r
at the
Congress at
Mother-Daughte-

Albuquerque.
Acting Secretary of State A. P. Hill

announced that he had received notice from Congressman W. B. Walton
that the pension of Simon Arina of
Santa Fé, C'vil War veteran, bas been
Increased to $38 a month.
The Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, D.D.,
archbishop of the archdiocese of Santa Fé, has resigned as archbishop.
His resignation has been accepted by
the pope, but His Grace has been requested to continue as archbishop until a successor is appointed at Rome.
G. W. Naylor of Fort Sumner was
brought before Justice E. M. Gallegos
at Fort Sumner for a preliminary
hearing, charged with shooting with
intent to kill. The party against
whom the attempt is claimed to have
been made is T. M. Carter, postmaster
at Yeso.

helping to win the war
than the American liveg
stock and
industry.
meat-packin-

Wilson to Veto $2.40 Wheat Price.
Washington, July 8. President Wil
son will veto the annual agricultural
appropriation bill because of ths ilder
agreed to by both Senate and House,
fixing the government minimum guaranteed wheat price at $2.40 a bushel.
Officials estimated that if the $2.40
price for wheat is approved, the price
of flour would be increased .by approx
imately $2 a barrel, with an increase of
from 2 to 3 cents in the pries of a loaf
of bread.

Swift

meat and meat products
per week for overseas

British Casualties 17,336.
British casualties reported
during the week ending June 6 reached an aggregate of 17,336.

Senate Wants Hun Peace,
Amsterdam. The Rumanian Senate
has adopted the German peace treaty,
according to Bucharest advices. The
vote was unanimous.

Company

alone has been forwarding over 500 car loads of

shipment.

London.

Major John P. Mitchel Killed.
Lake Charles, La Maj. John Pur-roMitchel, former, mayor of New
York City and an officer In the aviation section of the signal .corps, waa
instantly killed at Gerstner field when
scout plane
he fell from asslngle-seate- r
at a height of about 600 feet.
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ment later and the en gin was near
enough to the stage for her to clear the
space at a single jump and there she
was, with her black velvet tarn pushed
back on ber tossing hair, with her
eyes alight and her bands uplifted, her
whole voice thrown Into the question
which Is the beginning and the end of
mouth on your sleeve and hike upstairs morale, which is the most important
to mess around on a piano or write question in the army :
"Are we downhearted V
letter or play billiards, or to do as
you doggone please.
You are free.
The Thunderous Response.
To be able to make a huge number of
men feel perfectly free and unrestrainYou can only faintly Imagine thf
ed and at home Is quite some little ac- thunderous "No" with which the train
complishment.
I haven't had time to shed echoed. And it Is the whole point
find out how it Is done, but the next of Elsie Janls as well as the whole
time I have a party at my house I'm point of all the mummers now belnn
going to try It on. It's the real thing booked to play for the A. E. F. thai
In hospitality.
whatever the spirit of the boys before
her coming, they really meant thai
"No" with all there was in them, thnt
any who might have been Just a little
PLAN BOYCOTT ON
downhearted before, felt better about
It after seeing and hearing her. For.
GERMAN MADE GOODS
like the rare officer who can inspire his
men to very prodigies of valor, so the
Seattle, Wash. A nation-wid- e
flashing Elsie is compact of that priceboycott of German-madgoods
less thing which, for lack of a less
for a generation after the war
pedantic
phrase, we must call positive
will be enforced by the women
More than one company
magnetism.
of America If the Huns Inflict
has marched off to Its first night in the
cruelty on any American prisontrenches with brighter eyes, squarer
ers or fall to treat them accordshoulders
and a more gallant swing being to the recognized usages of
cause, at the very threshold of safety,
war. This Is the plan originated
this lanky and lovely lady from Coby Mrs. E. A. Strout of this city,
lumbus, Ohio, waved and sang and
who Is enlisting the aid of every
cheered them on their way.
woman in the city and state to
That Is why, when the history of
help her carry the propaganda
great expedition comes to be writthis
to all American women.
ten, there should be a chapter devotof the western front,
ed to the play-githe star of the A. E. F., the forerunner
of those players who are now being
booked In the greatest circuit of them
PLAY-CIR- L
OF
all, the Y. M. C. A. huts of France.
For her, and for her like, there is
always room. And work aplenty to
do. .There are troops to be fired a
by ninrtlal music on the edge of the
advance.
Elsie Jnnls (nnd mother) are having
Wonderful Part Played by Elsie the time of their lives, and she meant
every word of it when she cabled
Janis in Keeping Up Morale
.back to nil her brothers and sisters of
of Troops.
the stage to come or they would never
kuow what they had missed.

Y. M. G. A. HUT IS

THEIR HANGOUT
tanks Travel Many

Miles

to

Spend Evening in the
Club.

SOMEBODY

ALWAYS

OH

)0B

Y' Guy" Can Be Depended Upon to
Men '
3et Move On In Emergency
Made to Feel Perfectly Free

and Unreitrained.
BUDINQTON KEL.
LAND.
Paris. Thirty sailors off aa American war vessel hired a motor truck and
drove nine miles to get to the Y. M. C.
A. club In a famous French city. I asked them why.
"Because It's a regular hangout," one
of them said, and another added, "Because you get white bread with butter
on It, and eggs fried on both sides and
coffee with piano accompaniment."
As soon as I broke Into the place I
found why men would ride nine miles
on a truck to loaf there from eight until eleven.
It wasn't the sort of place folks In
the United States Imagine a Y. M. C.
A. to be. It was a swelterlngly hot
night, and the broad front steps were
lined from end to end with men In
They
khnkl and men in navy blue.
were gassing and smoking until the
place looked ns If the captain had
ordered a smoke screen to help him
through the submarine zone.
From the street you could hear a
piano doing business and a lot more
men In uniform howling, "Joan of
Arc." If the mothers of these boys
could hove heard thut racket their
hearts would have dropped oft a pound
of weight and Increased their beat by
ten to the second. They sang as If
they were glad to be alive.
Right on the Job.
And then somebody busted up the
game. A snllormnn came In and made
the announcement thnt the driver of
their truck refused to take thera back
to quarters again, and it was a walk
of nine mites on a hot night, or a
stretch In the brig for them. Gloom
despended.
Then somebody turned
around and bellowed, "Where's one of
By CLARENCE

e

With Vengeance.
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SINGS TO BOYS

OVER THERE

Oil

SHIPS

a, Company

Has Marched to
Trenches With
More Gallant Swing Because
Elsie Cheered Them on Way.

Many

First

Night
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Extracts from Letters by Grateful
Parents to Chas. II. Fletcher.
G. J. English, of Springfield, Mass., says j
was your Castoria that
eaved my child."
Mrs. Mary McGinnls, of St. Louis, Mo., says "We have given our
baby your Castoria ever since she. was born, nd we reccommend it to ail

"It

g 5

se'.
..,..

JtodmlkM

g

";,";,

one-dies-

Members of the medical profession,
alert to Its Interests, should go out of
their way to see thnt the doctorless

mothers."
M
N. E. Calmes, of Marion, Ky., says "You have the best medicínela
the world, as I have given your Castoria to my babies from first to last" (
Mrs. Albert Ugusky, of Lawrenceburg, Ind., says a "As I have had
your Castoria in use for nearly three years, I am pleased to say it is just
as represented. My children are both well and happy thanks to Castoria. '
New Orleans, La,, 'says : "We began giving your
Stockin'
Castoria to our baby when he was eight days old and have kept it op ever
Bince, never having had to give any other medicine."
1
Mrs. Dolph Hornbuckle, of Colorado Springs, Colo., says i "We com
menced giving your Castoria to our baby when she was four weeks old.
She ia now seven months and weighs 19J pounds. Everyone remarla i
What a healthy looking baby.' We give Castoria credit for it."

'

GENUINE CASTORIA ALVAYS BEARS
the
Signature

cf

zes.
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VoWK CITY

True.
"Clothes don't make the man." "Oh.
I don't know. Uncle Sam's uniform ia
making many a man today."

The man who marries a widow usuSmile on wash day. That's when you use
ally finds out that he la the successor
Red Crosa Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
to her Ideal husband.
mow. All grocers. Adv.

When Cupid visits Boston he disWhen a man is beside himself with
town of Wrangell, Alaska, Is supplied cards his bow and arrow and uses a rage he is foolish to place confidence
in his companion.
with a physician forthwith, that Is, If bean shooter.
the void has not been filled within recent days. Wrangell has been without
a doctor for some time, and Is announcM
ing that a horse doctor will do If the
regular kind ennnot be supplied.
Every day thn Wrangell enjoys robust health without a physician In Its
midst Is a potential menace to the
business of all the brethren of the proSome mnn with a nose for
fession.
news Is likely to bore Into comparative death rates any day. How would
the brethren like to rend a calm statement to the effect that. Wrangell's

woQlhor
i r ira c?
if Of 10611 MÍ Í

iM--

How Is anybody In Wrangell to know

ÍI

"

COMPANY.

A cynic Is a man who would make a
fool of himself In the society he satiri-

!

Mouth Dry? Tongue
Stiff and a Fierce Thirst?
Here's Relief!!

death rate has decreased 8 per cent In
the last four months? And It might
enslly happen, Alaska being so blooming healthful, anywny.

ft.

w

g'NTAU

No Appetite?

,i&

that he has nppendlcltls, or gallstones,
or Impossible tonsils, or adenoids,) or
arteriosclerosis, unless a resident pill
sharp Is there to tell him?
There are a lot of people who will
fret and lose flesh If they are not quite
sure what they have to worry about.
The reported void at Wrangell should
be filled, and forthwith. Seattle

,.

Canadlun gunners are kept busy feeding this heavy Canadian howitzer
thnt is here shown In action.

built in 87 days. On the list of the TAtfES
ten fnstest built ships the slowest time
Virginia
was 119 dnys. Here Is the list :

Tuckahoe, 5,500 v tons, New York
Shipbuilding company, 37 days.
New Record for Rapid ConstrucWest Lianga, 8,800 tons, Skinner &
Eddy
corporation, Seattle, 78 days.
tion Is Set.
West Alsek, 8,800 tons, Skinner &
Eddy corporation. Seattle, 92 days.
Osslneke, 8,571 tons, Skinner & EdReCompany
Shipbuilding
Baltimore
dy
corporation, Seattle, 108 dnys.
duces the Present Average
West Durfee, 8,800 tons, Skinner &
by Half.
Eddy corporation, Seattle, 111 days.
Canogn, 8,548 tons, Skinner & Eddy
.
In its effort to set a corporation, Seattle 112 days.
Washington.
new record for rapid ship construction,
8,800 tons, Columbia
Westgrove,
the Baltimore Dry Dock and Shipbuild- River S. B. Co., Seattle, 112 days.
presing company has cutsln half the
Western Queen, 8,800 tons, Skinner
ent average time for construction of & Eddy corporation, Seattle, 113 days.
average
for
This
ships.
steel
contract
Lake Huron, 3,100 tons, American S.
the 12 contract steels ships built to B. Co., Chicago, 117 days,
days.
date Is 130
Lake Forest, 3,100 tons, American S.
In prewar duys a year was regarded
Co. Chlcugo 119 days.
B.
vessel
as fast time for building a steel
On the Pacific co'ust the five vessels
0,000
tons.
above
or
of
built In the fastest time have averaged
The ten fastest built vessels for the 1001-- 5 days between keel lnying and
shipping board have averaged 09
delivery; on the Great Lakes, 124
days between keel laying and delivery.
days; on the Atlantic coast, 2091-- 5
record
Tuckuhoe,
f,500-tocollier
The
yenr,
was dnys.
bolder in tliW or any other
5-- 6

0

2-- 5

n

their nefarious wares broadcast, and disappear tomorrow. Q
.Could each mother see the painstaking care with wMch'the'prescription for
Fletcher's Castoria is prepared : could they read the innumerable testimonials from
grateful mothers, they would never listen to the subtle pleadings and false arguments
of those who woToldoffisranimitation.of, or substitute. for-ttried and true
Fletcher's Castoria.

For Elsie It has been
a
with a vengeance, a tour of tank towns
meant
In more senses than one. It has
traveling without a mold for once la
1.7., C
ConstipatíonandDiarrlf1
war, playing a whole season with a
.i
In
bivouacking
wardrobe,
.Los vr -strange and uninviting hotels.
MP
It has meant warbling ns a cabaret
facsímile Siíntwjo.
singer among tables of some officers'
mess or mounting a bench to sing
through the windows of come contagion barracks where the isolated
doughboys had been tearing their InNEW
be
fected huir with disappointment becnuse they had heard she was in the
post and knew they could not get out
to see her.
It has meant lingering for an extra
performance at some hut because a
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
whole new audience was coming
through the starlit heavens frum the
aviation camp down the lines.
In all her years on the stnge she INSTANT ACTION CALLED FOR
has known no .such tumultuous, heartwarming w'elcomes ns are he nightly Wrangell, Alaska, Said to Be Withportions In the biggest time a booking
out a Resident Physician, and
office can offer to a player In the year
That Won't Do.

.
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WESTERN FRONT

By ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT. Paris. The theater was no theater
guys?'"
them
at all. It was just the great train
A "Y" guy happened to be on the
shed which serves as the workshop and
spot niid In a second he was surroundheadquarters for a small army of
ed, not by a crowd of men who were
engineers who are lending
American
someangry or In a mood to demand
the P. It. R. touch to the astonished
thing, but by fellows who were mighty landscape of
France. Though retrent
courteous in an uupleasont situation. had sounded an
hour or, so before, it
remarking,
Thnt was something worth
was packed to suffocation with Yanks,
nnd It made you sort of glad to be
for all thnt day rakish posters, turned
around.
out In the company painter's best
"Y"
up
to
the
They put the thing
style, had Intrigued the eye with the
bashful-guy and one fellow said sort of
modest announcement:
like,
"We don't want to act like we
'
ELSIE JANIS AMERICA'S GREATyou.
up
to
'Taln't
was puttln' this
EST ACTRESS
FOR ONE
your fault, but ".
NIGHT ONLY.
It was apparent they had gotten the
And at last, with warning toots from
idea somehow thnt you could depend
on a "Y" guy to get a move on hlra, and a distant whistle and a great wave of 1918.
laughter as the order was passed along
The boys swarm up on the stnge
the "Y" guy allowed as much.
"Sure, It's np to us," he suld, "that's to clear the track, a locomotive trun- and slap her on the back and vow there
dled in out of the night, In Its cab a never was such a girl since the world
why we're here."
Inside of twenty minutes he was pair of proud and grinning engineers, began. They cheer her until they are
back with a big truck with a red tri- on its cowcatcher Elsie Junls. A mo hourse, and she Is dizzy with pride.
angle on the side of It. He tucked the
thirty snllormen Into It nnd off they
went to keep their nppolntrnent with
HEAVY CANADIAN HOWITZER IN ACTION
Ihelr boss.
Thnt, quite likely, Is one reason why
they rode nine miles to spend nn eve
nlng In the Y. M. C. A., becnuse they
knew somebody was on the Job.
Like You Owned the Place.
9
Another reason Is thnt you don't have
to knock, show a ticket, wiggle your
first finger or roll over nnd piny dead

"THE responsibility attached to the preparing of a remedy for infantsand children
is undoubtedly greater than that imposed upon the manufacturer of remedies
for adults whose system is sufficiently strong to counteract, for a time at least, any
injurious drug. It is well to observe that Castoria is prepared today, aa it has been
for the past 40 years, under the personal supervision of Mr. Chas. H. Eetcher.
What have makers of imitations and substitutes at stake ? , What are their
responsibilities ? To whom are they answerable ? They spring up Jtoday, jscatter

rl

'Y

to get in. You Just walk In like you
were there to foreclose a first mortgage on the place.
When you walk through the front
door you don't run Into a lecture hall,
though there Is one upstnlrs, and the
odor thnt comes to your nose Isn't the
It's the smell of
dor of sanctity.
fried eggs. The cafeteria Is the first
thing you meet, nnd If you are wise
you get acquainted with It and stay
acquainted while you are in this locality, for It Is the best and cheapest
place to eat In town. I know because
I tried several.
The most Impressive thing about It
Is the complete absence of an ostentatious welcome. You Just help yourself and nobody says a word. You
wander In and eat and wipe your

A CeatJResponsibility,

DAUGHTER

TO

CAMP

Draftee, Sole Support
Child, Carries Her With Him
to Cantonment.

of

Camp Lee, Va. A. W. Carpenter, a
Virginia draftee, arrived at the camp
his
with
daughter. He claimed he was the sole
support of the child and had brought
her to camp, hoping to keep her with
him. The nurses at the base hospital
will "adopt" the child if the father
gives his legal consent.
Eagle Attacks Woman.
Franklin, W. Va. A bald eagle that
has made frequent excursions Into this
part of the country made a vicious attack on Mrs. Anna Simmons while she
was walking to her home near this
city. Three deep wounds were made
In her face where the eagle's talons
had gouged Into the flesh. Will Halter-mnwho ran to her assistance, was
also attacked and forced to seek shel-

Sufficient Reason.
"Don't be too hard on
Khaklby, lieutenant.

is right to resist oppression.

When you have that dull, depressed
feeling after eating stomach pains,
bowel disorders, heartburn or nausea,
belching, food repeating It is the danger point. You want to look out and
be quick about it in this hot weather.

way has been discovered to make
poor
sick stomachs well and to keep them
cool and sweet It is acommonsense
"Why not?"
way. No starvation plan of diet is
"Well, he's Just a raw recruit."
needed. Make
and see how
"Sure that's why I roasted him." quickly you getthisa test
good appetite in
Times-UnioFlorida
hot weather and enjoy the things you
like without misery to follow.
Merced, Cal., has 805 acres devoted
to rice growing this year.
What Made Him Laugh?
An impertinent young man once declared that women positively could not
keep a secret, whereupon a would-bI'm
Ma
youthful lady naturally took issue with
him, stating that she had kept one
When I
since she was twenty-one- .
"But you will let it slip some day,"
said the impertinent young man.
"I
"No, I won't," ahe rejoined.
think that when I've kept it for twenty
years I come pretty near knowing
A

Besides SavináYheat
Saving
Says

POsT

HASTIES
BEST

CORN
FLAKES

m ever

how."
He laughted with an air of
Isfactlon.

self-sa-

tell you the truth.
EATONIC works quick it absorbs
bnd neutralizes hurtful, poisonous
acids, juices and stomach gases caused
from undigested foods.
Thousands
testify that It quickly puts the stomach
In a clean, sweet condition
recreates

builds up the lost appetite and makes Ufa
worth living for the man who likes good
things but who sutlers every time he eats
them.
EATONIC is absolutely guaranteed to do
all this and you are to be the Judge. If It
doesn't rid you of stomach and bowel miseries most common In hot weather you
get your money back at once, right from
your own druggist whom you know and
can trust. No need of your taking a
chance of suffering. Start EATONIC today. Tou will see.

V4

Communal Kitchens.
One' communal kitchen In London
supplies about 0,000 persons a week.

Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy

Jmt Kj Comfort. CO eent at
or mIL Writ for free Bra Book.
KViUXm JEXJK BXAUEOX CO., CUXOAUO
Ro Smarting

bratuitf

Promotes

Jf.Hair Health
All

dragrlita: Baptt, Ointment

k M,

Tilenra

K- -

Every Woman Wants

t;

Wfíeti Your Eyes Need
I,'.,,--

EATONIC Tablets have amazed
people everywhere with the marvelous
benefits they have produced for thousands of stomach sufferers. Start the
test today and let your own stomach

e

Eat

Cookihá

ter.

It

Hot, heavy foods and iced drinks
often play havoc with bad stomachs
in hot weather. The weak ones haven't
got a chance. A quickly chilled or
overworked stomach is a starter of
untold misery for its owner.

FOR PERSONAL HYGIEN

ti

Distorted ia water for douches stop
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and infUm
nation. Recommended by Lydla E,
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
tore throat and ora yes. Economical.

Hu ilmmliniry ctwiHins ami aarmicktil sower.
ISnawla FrM. 50c. tU dmcipMi, or putpwl by

I
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Notice

The Spanish American
--

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EÜ1TUH

i

SnWriplion

Entered as

1.50

seeoml-clas- s

Fir

Year

'

mutter at the

postolliee in Roy, New Mexico.

i

This paper has enlisted

government in the

'

Having leased the VARIETY
MACHINE WORKS and
Gílstrap Bros. We wish
to ask all those having accounts
with us, to please settle same,
leaving the amount with the ROY
TRUST & SAVINGS Bank.
We wish to thank you for your
prompt attention in this matter
and also for the patronage you
have given us in the past, we
wish to further say that you
will find Gilstrap Bros, prepared
to cirry on the business of the
VARIETY MACHINE WORKS
in even better shape than we
did and also assure you that you
will make no mistake in giving
them your patronage.
C. E. ANDERSON & SONS.
GAR-AGE.T-

I'diLIHER

ANf)

cause of America for the
period of the war
Tho American's Creed
o

I

BELIEVE IN THE UNITED
STATES. OF AMERICA, AS A
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE,
BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE PEOPLE, WHOSE JUST POWERS ARE
DEFvlVED FROM THE CONSENT
OF THE GOVERNED: A DEMOCRACY IN A REPUBLIC. A SOVEREIGN NATION OF SOVEREIGN
A PERFECT
UNION
STATES;
ONE AND INSEPARABLE, ESTABLISHED UPON THE PRINCIPLES
OF FREEDOM, EQUALITY, JUSTICE AND HUMANITY,
BELIEVE IT
I THEREFORE
15 MY DUTY TO MY COUNTRY
TO LOVE IT; TO SUPPORT ITS
TO OBEY ITS
CONSTITUTION'
LAWS: TO RESPECT ITS FLAG:
AGAINST
AND TO DEFEND IT
ALL ENEMIES.

Church Directory

Notice

,

O

Having leased the
MACHINE WORKS and
GARAGE, we wish to
that we are prepar
ed to take care of your need
Ma
in the Blacksmithing,
chine Work or Automobile
lines.

C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,

SCHOOL: '
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at Christian Churcn.
L'NION

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY.

an-noun- ce

Mora, New Mexico

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
ErfS3 SSm. t0 furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Al Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness
Your Huitines KtapeutíuUy Solicited

J

DEPARTMENT

'

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
at the Catholic
4th Sundays
Roy, N. M.
Church.

handle the well known
iineof "OPALINE" auto and
oils. "Amazon" '5,000
We

gas-engin- e

mile SUPER-TIREGasoline
Filling station and FREE AIR.
REMEMBR: we can supply you
Mr. Jerrett, platform manager with anything, from a cotter-piof the Chautauqua made many to an Automobile. If we havent
friends while here. He is a it in stock will get it for you,
school man of many years exfOur prices are reasonable.
perience and has the Principal- ship of the schools at home await
GILSTRAP BRO'S.
a
Roy, New Mex.
ing him. He is a graduate
State Universiey and recently earned and received the
We were the victim of misMasters Degree from that college information lust week and got
This trip is a sort of vacation for "Called" in two places for, it.
him and he is so pleased with our Miss Harvy resented our saying
climate that he will be a booster the old Medina saloon building
'
for us when he gets home.
was moved to her lots and J.
Floersheim resented our saying
Mrs. John Shamblin lost her so when it was his house and lots
hand bag with $10, and other
Thats the way it goes We
things in it at Chautauqua Thurs get 20 columns a week of free
day night. Luckily Fred
copy and frantic orders to print
found it and left it at the it freeand we dont do it and then
for her She is lucky in when we try to get local news and
choosing her finder.
get it twisted Oh well!
S,

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

í::2j::ív:3SAIcar

n

i

Ml

rtk

!

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Cars Housed and Cared for

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday at "Roy Christian
11 a m and 7:30 p m
Church

j

At Reasonable Rates.
o
Expert Mechanics
GASOLINE STA.

Repeur Work
(Incorporated)

ROY,

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

Proprietor

W. C.

New Mex

1st Sunday
3d Sunday,

Monday July 22d, 1918
O'cIOCk, A. M.
The Following Propert-

Hoover Time
y-

15 Head, Brood Mares & Colts.
Grey Mare 7yrs. 14501bs, and 2 sucking mare Colts.
Black Mare, 6yrs, ISOOlbs. and mare colt.
2 Grey Mares, 7yrs, wt. 14 and ISOOlbs.
Bay Mare 7yrs, HSOlbs and horse colt.
Sorrel Mare 4yrs, 1100. Bay Horse 7yrs,vt 1100,
"Wilkes" Mare, saddle gaited, 6yrs, lOOOlbs.
Black Stud Colt, yearlihg and extra good.
2 yearling fillies.

5 extra good Milch Cows;
lied Durharn 8yrs, 12001b, a - gallon cow,
Jersey-Durha"
7yrs, 1150,
7
"
Red Durham Syrs. lOOOlbs.
3
2 other good milch cdws and 2 calve?.

2nd

jj

Hogs

Poland-Chin- a

Registered Boar wt. 3001bs. 2 Brood Sows,

4

Bradley News
entertain
ed a number of friends at a
nice dinner Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Driskill

Don Bradley and wife motored
to Dawson to celebrate their

Fourth, with the lady's parents
Her grandmother, Mrs. Davies
returned with them for an extended visit on the ranch before
returning to h'er home in Denver
Her first
are enjoying her visit.
,

ninety pound

We hope

to, see more out
to church next time. Mrs. Deitz
and Mrs. Hoobler of Mosquero,'
were out Sunday.

new farm wagons, hay rack, good buggy, 4 sets extra-goo- d
heavy leather harness, light leather harness,
chain harness, 12in
Gang Plow, Emerson
Disc Gang, walking plow,
lister, steel harrow
weoder, disc sled cultivator,
Oliver
disc riding cultivator, reversible disc, Deering corn binder new,
Hoosier drill, Mc. mower, cream sepaIIP. gasoline engine,
rator, incubator', 1
cultivator,
.

corn-plante-

Office

Records,

MAPS.

Prompt Attention

C.N ROARK
Clavton New Mex.

r,

16-di-

1--

2

Household Goods
;

It has recently been decided by
a Judge that for jurors to read a
newspaper while on the case is
very bad and is groands for a(
new trial. There are some queer
things in our methodsof juggling
justice. For instance-- A lawyer
may rant and rave and try by
every .means possible to befuddle
a jury for hours just before they
are to. render a verdict and it is
all right, the judge merely tells;
them they are to pay no attention
to it. but they frequently do.
is prejYet to read a newspape
'
complimentary
Some
udicial
comparison in favor f the Press!

j

j
j

j

j
j

New Majestic steel range, new
bles, chiffonier, 2 iron bedsteads,
2 roekvrs, and other articles.

base-burn-

er

héater,

cupboard,

4

2 ta-

chairs,

TERMS
A credit of SI months will be given on all sums over $10.
Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear
ir terest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
10 percent discount for cash'on sums over $10.00. Sums unNo property to be removed until
der $10.004Cash in hand
settled for

j

V.C.Halferty,ovvn'r
Col. F. O. WHITE,

A.M.

7

P.M.

11

A.M.

Solano, 3, P.
MATTHEW, Pastor,

M.

CHRISTIAN

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and
Will find

Land-Seeker-

s

this the right place.

Lost, Strayed or Stolen
Black Filly two years old branded flD.qn left hip.
Notify
Fayette Livingstor.
Solano N. M.

iR

Mills, N. M., Auctioneer,
Lunch served at noon.

WANTED
on Reser-- '
voir Construction at Miami, near
Springer, N. M, Steady work,
Good wages.
J, R. Trimmer. Engineer,
Care Farmers Developement Co.

O Y

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month
p.m.

at

3,

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Hearn, Pastor.

--

LODGE DIRECTORY

I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday..

. NOTICE
The party who borrowed the
k
and dies had bet
small
ter bring them back to the
Variety Machine Works,
Also the chain pipe wrench and
sledge.

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Chas. A. Peare,
J. E. Wildman, Sec'y.

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner
Filings, Proofs and all
land matters.
--

Iwel-com-

e.

N. G.

Rebekah Degree

pipe-stoc-

Abstracts of U. S. Land

J--

J--

a Democrat invokes

11

First Sunday in each month.
Service? 11, A. M.,
7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn,' Pastor.

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

Mrs. W. R. Bradldy entertain d
White-Face- d
STRAYED;-- A 2 year-olthe Red Cross Ladies this week.
Bull with large horns,
The community celebrated the Branded,
""""right shoulder,
4th at the Hazen.farm, many
.tips of ears cut oif.
Last seen
were there.
near head, of Burro Canyon.
W. IC Bradley, Ralph Hazen
Reward for information leading
and others attended Lodge in to recovery of said animal.
28,
Roy Saturday night.
II. I). UPTON. Solano, N.M.

LAND PLATS of a.l kinds

3

w

El Dorado Hotel

grcat-grand-childr-

old Pigs.

Farm Machinery

It is a source of pride to us
that we know of no case, and
hype never to hear of any where

Bradley,

4th Sundays at Liberty,
It. L.

J

'

m

s

&

d

1-

three-month-

11 A. M.
7.00 P. M,-

BAPTIST

S--

(?

Mosquero,

Mosquero,

,

I will offer at Public Auction on'
I
the Sears Ranch, 16 miles N.E. Mills, 19 North of
Roy, 2
Chateau School,

Shoats,

at

Lradley,

agma-'flfflg-

Full-Bl'- d

Ileaton, Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

Pub!

13

Felix Vachon,

Methodist Episcopal Church

and LIVERY

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

Rev. Fr.

Prie3t in charge,

oy G arag.e

Min-nsot-

At 10

'

e.

.

every one of them. This man
did not seek protection in the
courts; but his case lend emphasis to the wisdom of JudgeLeahy
in declaring that such protection
must be assured such men under
the laws made and provided."

Ahe Courts
for protectim from the news
papers. Same of the most vicious!
libels we have ever heard have
been published about Democrat
have
but none
Candidates
thought them worthy of retalia- tion and we hope they never will

Myra O. Defrkes, President
Miss uluan Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Ivtry, N. M., every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
'
all visitors.

nd Accurey

S--

"We need candidates who need
no spokesman to get up in convention publicly aomit that they
are shining targets and dare the
newspapers to tell the truth
about them. The brst way ti
protect the reputation of undesirable candidates h to keep them
off the tickets; and this applies
to both parties. Men of respect
alhty and integrity have little
to fear from the New Mexico
press. It was demonstrated two
years r go by t: iurrnhant election,
of such a nun despile, most unspeakable personl libels ever officially circulated about a candidate in ar.y state; which, be
it said to the everlasting credit
of New Mexico newspapers,
were turned down by nearly

E.

Y. P. S. C.

Fluh-man- n

Those of our readers who do
not read the Santa Fe New, Mexican missad one of the brightest,
strongest and most timely editor
ials, to our mind ever written in
defence of the right of Free
Speech, and a Free Press. It is
written to preaent the other side
of the question recently given
widte circulation in the press of
the State in the published opinon
of Judge Leahy regarding the
Libel Law.
We wish we fhight reproduce
the article entire for our readers
but here is a paragraph of it

SUNDAY

presence is necessary.
F, É. IVEY Supt

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

We have, or soon will have,
as soon as our stock arrives, a
full line of automobile Tires, Tubes, Repairs and Accessories and
anything we dont happen to have
we will get for you if it is geta-bl-

.

Tom. J. Taylor, Abstractor

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. Ó. F. Hall
Miss Lillian Gkiner. N. G.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Secy.
Visiting Sisters welcome

J. B. LUSK

Also Surveys and Plats.

Prompt Attention
Office at Solano, New Nexico.

Attorney

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to mo

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE

E

at Springer.

Solano, Mosquero, Mills,, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conEfficient Service- -

and intermediate points.
Roy City Exchange,
nected.

Rural-Communi-

ty

J.E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

ROY

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING
-

OUT?

Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.
i

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Col. F. O.WHITE

His address is MILLS N. M.
can have SALE BILLS
printed.and make ..dates at .the
n
Office. Roy.
New Mexico.
You

Spanish-America-

V

THE
MUCHAS MADRES E HIJAS HISPANO AMERICANAS PRESENCIAN EU GRAN CONGRESO.

Unas cincuenta mujcrc3
pañol estaban presentía
Se Madre-Hijque tuvo
mana próximo pasuda en
bajo' log auspicios de la

hablando

3,000 HUERTAS

DE GUERRA EN EL
ESTADO ESTE ANO.

es-

al Congreso
lunar la seAlbuquerque
Administración do Alimentos, el Consejo do
do Estado, el Comitó de Mujer
del Consejo de Defensa y la División
lo Extension del Colegio de Estado do
Nuevo Mexico.
So explicaron en lengua española é
Inglesa métodos de conservar y secar
frutas y legumbres, y gran número do
mujeres hispano americanas estuvieron actualmente ocupadas en ayudar al
a

a

mitin.
Hubo unns 500 mujeres presentes da
todas partos del estado.
Los hombres y mujeres cuyos nombres siguen aparecieron en el programa
durante la semana:
El Hon. W. E. Llndsey, Gobernador
do Nuevo Mexico.
El Hon. Ralph C. Ely, Administrador Federal do alimentos para Nuevo
Mexico.
Austin D. Crile, President del Colegio de Estado.
La Señora (eorgia Peardsley
División de Estadísticas, Administración de Alimentos, Washington, D. C.

'

LOS TRILLADORES SE REUNIRAN
EN ALBUQUERQUE EL 7

Paul G. Redlngton, Dircctur de Ciudad, Albuquerque.
,E1 Hon. Chas. Springer, Presidenta
del Consejo de Defensa do Estado.
A. C. Cooley, Director de Extensión,
Colegio de Estado.
La Señorita Tura A. Hawk, jefe de
Demonstraciones do Estado, Colegio
de Estado.
El Senador Isaac Barth, Albuquerque.
El Dr. Albert Shields, do la Liga Nacional de Seguridad, Los Angeles,
Calif.
La Música del ejército de los E. H.,
Campamento Cody, Demlng, N. M.
El Rabí Moise Bergman, Albuquerque.
La Señora V. E. Lindsey, Santa Fé,
N. M.
La Señora Hen Hernandez, Santa Té.
El Señor Chas. Orchard Smith, jefo
de estado para los CIub03 de Muchachos y Muchachas, Colegio de Estado.
El Señor Aldo K. Leopold, Secretarlo
do la Cámara de Comercio, Albuquerque.
El Señor Laurence F. Lee, jefe de
estado, de los "hombres do 4 minutos,"
Albuquerque."
La Señora Elizabeth Roger, Asistente State Club Leader, Colegio do Es-

'

t

tado.
I. a Sra. Geo. W. I'rjchard, directora
de estado del Comité de la Mujer, Consejo de Defensa, Santa Fé.
La Sra. Max Nordhaus, presidente
de biende estado para la divi.-úúestar del Niño.
El Sr. W. T. Conway, especialista"
para los clubos de Conservar y secar
frutas y legumbres. Colegio de Estado.
Ia Señorita Lilian Randall, Agente
de Denior.straclúií del servicio domestico, Colegio de Estado.
La Señorita Gertrude Espinosa, Asistenta State Club Leader, Colegio do

'

listado.
La Señorita Bertha Becker, Agente
de Demonstración Doméstica, condado
de Doña Ana, Las Cruces, N. M.
La Señora Walter Panburg, presidente del Comité do Alimentos do la
'
Mujer, Santa Fé.
El Dr. Evelyn Frisbie, Secretario de
Estado de la División del Bienestar del
v

Niño.
La Señora Harry L. Wilson, de la División de Biblioteca de la Administración do Alimentos,, Santa Fé.
La Señora Lura Deowey Ross,
Agente de Demoiistración de Emergencia, Colegio de Estado.
La Sra. Arthur A. Kellam, Oficial en
jefe del reclutamiento de mujeres del
Ejército Americano, Albuquerque.
La Señorita Kaune, Directora do
Economía Doméstica, Escuela Superior de Santa Fé, Santa Fé.
La Srita. Frances Lathrop Décana
de Mujeres, Profesora de .Economía
Doméstica, Universidad do Nuevo Mexico.
iLa Sra. Sarah Van Vleck, Agente de
Demonstrac.lón Doméstica, condado do
Valencia, Belén, N. M.
La Sra. Isaac A. Barth, directora da
Huertas y Cooperación Juvenil, Administración de Alimentos de los E. U.
La Sra. Juíin W. Wilson, Albuquerque, N. M.
El Comandante J. H. Toulouse,
de Campo de la Administración de los E. U.
II. E. Caldwell, encargado de Recreos y Director do Gimnasia, Universidad de Nuevo Mexico.
Coach Juan Griffith, Colegio de Eso

tado.
La Señora Porter, Albuquerque.
El Sr. J. L. Philips, Jefe de Condado para los Clubos de Muchachos y
Muchachas, condado de Bernalillo.
El Sr. E. Otto, encargado de partidas
do campo. El Jueves, p. m.
La Srita. Bessie McPíama, Secretarla del Congreso.
La Sra. Georgia Beardsley Burling-ham- .

LA COCINA
ESTA FLORECIENTE
DE DE MONSTR ACION EN
ROSWELL.

Con jamás menos que 25 y

ft

menudo

la cocina
hasta5 mujeres presentes,
de demoustración de la'Administraclón
de Alimentos en Roswell, donde se dan
demonBtraciones cada martes, probablemente esta la más floreciente de
Nuevo Mexico. Las mujeres de la
comunidad han mostrado un Intenso
Intorés en la obra y de ella está resultando eran beneficio" práctico. .
.'

La Sra. Isaac Barth, directora de la
División de Huertas do la Administración do Alimentos para Nuevo Mexico
estima que hay 3,000 "huertas de guerra" en el estado do Nuevo Mexico este año. Los hombres y las mujeres,
los muchachos y muchachas del estado han respondido espléndidamente 4
la llamada por una producción mayor.;
Sólo ea Tucumcarl se encuentran unas
140 huertas. La población do Wlllard1
tiene 40 huertas do guerra. Dp Lake'
Arthur se reportan treinta nombres.)
En Las Vegas hay 400 jardinero de;
guerra muy ocupados y prósperos. El
condado de Bernalillo' cuenta con 413
jardines y unos 400 miembros do clubos de marranos (y maíz. Fort Sumner
cuenta con 34 Jardines. El condado do
Quay en general ha manifestado una
conducta excelente. Hachlta, según se
sabe, en dondo los habitantes tienen
que comprar toda su agua do la compañía del ferrocarril es el único lugar
que se haya mencionado como lnerto
en eso de las huertas de guerra.'- -'
i
La Señora Barth urge á todos aquellos quienes no pueden producir hortaliza compren guisantes y habichuelos
cuando estén en el mercado á precios
bajos y los conserven.

DE

JULIO.

SPANISH-AMERICAN-
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Horses for Sale or will trade
for cows. One or two good
o
Brood Mares with colts at side or
Normal
A Teachers'
Institute some young stock. Inquire at
will convene at Roy N. M. in this office.
the High School Building Monday at 9 o'clock A. M. July 22nd
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1918 and continuo for a period of Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
two weeks. Education in Mora
County
June 18 , 1!H8.
has made very good
advancement this year. Our Notice is hereby given that Thomas
Bowman, of Solano Mora County, N
Schools are improving, harmony M.,
who, on Nov. 18, 1914. made Homebetween Teacher3 and School stead entry No. 018797 for NEJ,Sec.22,
officers has been good therefore and Nw'i Sec. 23
our Institue should be a success Twp. 18 N., It. 27 E. , N. M. P. MeriThe demand just now is for dian, has filed notice of intention to
final three year proof, to estabhigher qualifications, let us then make
lish claim to the land above described,
try to be present all the time before Jack P. Mills, U. S, Commisthat this Institute is in session. sioner, at hU office Solano, N. M., on
The Institute will be conducted on Aug. 10, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
by Prof. W. Fremont 03,borne.
J W Bow man
J w Beck man
Assisted byMiss Blanche Osborne
A G Trujillo
Horton
John
as Instructor. Both these Instiall of Solano N M
tute Teachers will endeavor to
PAZ VALVERDE,
itegisTFi
make the best possible Teacher
of you to put you in contact
NOTICE FO .PUBLICATION
with the very problems you will
deal with in your School, and Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Clayton, N. M., June 12, 1918.
you owe it to yourself, to your
Notice is hereby given that Juar
profession, to the children you
Jose Belasquez , of Albert
N. M
teach and to people whose taxes who, on Aug l'i, 1913, made Ilomostea
you receive to take advantage of entry No. 02008, for
Sec, 2!)
the opportunity the Institute Twp. 0N. R. 2D E., N. M. P. M., has
presents to make yourself worthy filed notice of intention to malea final
three year proof to establish claim to
of the responsibility you assume the
land abov described, before W.H.
in taking charge of a school.
Willcox.U.S. Commissioner, at his
in Roy, N. M., on Aug 20, 1918,
It is an avowed purpose to
Claimant names as witnesses:
make the school in Mora County
Thomas E Mitchell
Frank Gonzales
second to none in the State.
'Pedro Gonzales
of Felix Sandoval
The hearby

Normal Institute

wJ

.i

k

iiiVdrV

Mi

0

YOU CANT TURN BACK THE UNIVERSE,
IF YOU SPENT ALL YOU MADE

IS GONE.

CONE- -"

GONE FOREVER.
BUT REGRETS WONT HELP MATTERS,
THE REAL
THING TO DO IS TO BUCKLE DOWN NO- W- TODAY, AND
OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE MONEY YOU HAVE
IN YOUR POCRET.

,

!

Una convención do trilladores de
J
Nuevo Mexico hombres con trillos y
I03 representantes de productores de
mleses de todos los condados do Nuevo
Mexico han sido convocados para reunirse en convención en Albuquerque
e
el 7 de Julio y para conferir con la Administración do Alimentos sobre métodos do trilladura mejores, economía,
ajusto de los precios, el uso de semilla
mejor, el aumento do la superficie do
trigo que sembrar y un estudio genall of Albert N M .
eral de la cuestión del trigo por todo teachers at this Institute will
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Register.
el estado. Esto se considera como make this certain.
Our schools
uno do los mítines mas Importantes
have improved, but they must be
del año y el Administrador Ely solicita una atendencla grande y represen- better.
NOTICE I OR PUBLICATION
tativa.
A fee of ($1.50) One dollar and
Department of the
fifty cents is to be paid upon U. S. Land Office atInterior.
Clayton, N. M
EXPEDICIONES PARA LOS
enrolling. Teachers are expected
1918
12,
June
ALIADOS.
Notice is hereby given that
to bring with them such of adopt
Las expediciones de cereales para ed text books and such reference Pacomio Velasqusz of Albert New Mex
los aliados, durante el' mes de mayo,
Aug. 16,14,15 made
books as they may have for their vho.on Jan 22 1913No.017180-02W8de Norte América, agregaron la sum
Homestead Entry
i
for
de 700,270 toneladas contra las 83G.03Í use at the Institute. The new
i
Section'12, T 20 N. R 2SE
toneladas durante el mes de abril. En State Course of Study, outlining
J
Sec.18;
Sec. 7.
cabezaban la lista el trigo y sus pro- the work has been issued and
Township
7
Section
ducios, con un total de 371,255 tonela20
2DK.
N. M. P.
Rango
N,
will be furnished free to those
das.
M., has filed notice of intention to
enrolling.
make three year proof, to establish
MEDIDAS DEFINITIVAS PARA LIMAll Teachers who attended the claim to the land above described, beITAR PRECIOS AL POR MENOR.
Intitute in Mora during the fore W.II.Willcox U.S. Commissioner
of June and in Wagon at Roy, New Mexico, on Aug
month
La Administración do Alimentos ha
Claimant names t witnesses:
anunciado que está tomando medidas Mound during the Institute there
definitivas y muy enérgicas para lim- will be admitted to the Roy
Thomis C Mitchell Frank Conales
itar los precios al detalle. Se van ft
Pedro Gonzales
Felix Sandoval
publicar listas de precios "estandarte" Institute free of charge.
AH of Albert. New Mexico,
A most cordial invitation is
por todas las partes del país para proteger al consumidor contra precios no hereby extended to all Teachers,
PAZ VALVERDE, Rcgistfcr.
razonables. Los precios se llevarán a un
High
Schools,
in
Studentsthe
nivel uniforme. En cada comunidad se
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
establecerán comités para Interpretar Colleges, Private and Sectarian
los precios; esos comités serán formaSchools, Eighth Grade Graduates Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
dos do comerciantes al por mayor y and all persons desiring to teach.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
menor y do consumidores. A todos los
Juno. 19, 1918
Hoping to have the pleasure of
periódicos so les perka cooperen por
Notice is hereby given that James
medio de la publicación de las listas y meeting a good number of Teach
U. Salisbury, of lioy.'N. M. who.
á los consumidores se les pedirá in- ers at our Roy Institute,
on Decl7,1914made II. E. No 01990 for
Aliformen á la Administración do
SI Section I I, Twp. 19N. ling. 25E
mentos sobre aquellas tiendas de víI beg to remain.
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
veres qus cobrarían más que lo que
Cordially Yours,
intention to make Final Three year
deben según las listas, casos en quo so
MILNOR RUDULPH, Proof, to establish claim to the land
arrestarán las personas delincuentes
Superintendent of Mora County described, before P. II. Foster, U. S.
y se Infligirán multas.
Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on the
Public Schools.
7th day of Aug. 1918.
ARIZONA A LA OBRA.
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
Cierto es qu el estado de Arizona TRADE-Hors- es
Cattle Ford
C F Wright
J L Smith
está dispuesto á hacer su deber en la
G G Leach
Vv'ni.C. Johnson
alimentación do los soldados aliados. 1G Head of Maren Mules and
7
New
Roy
Mexico
27
All
of
Cuarenta y nuevo por ciento.de sus Horses for S lie will take a good
restaurantes y hoteles han prometido
PAZ VALVERDE,
I also have
no servir trigo hasta el primero de Ford Auto in trade.
Register.
septiembre. Un total de 273 entre las some good milch cows for sale
5C0 fondas del estado han firmado la
NOTICE FGi: PUBLICATION.
Office.
Inquire at the S-promesa de "sin trigo." Noventa por
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
clenta de las fondas están operadas
OHice at Clayton, New Mexico,
I can loan you MONEY on your
por extranjeros.
Dune. 19, 1918
Final Receipt as well as on PatNotice is hereby given that
TIENEN DIENTES LAS LEYES DE ented or Deeded land. Come let Tilomas E Sansbury, of Hoy, N. M,
ALIMENTOS: 800 MULTAS
who on Dec. 17, 1914 mado 11 E No
us talk to ycu about your loan.
013Ü8J
IMPUESTAS.
Section, 11,
for
"
J. E. VVILDMAN,
Sec. 11 Town
NWi: andWj-NE- i
Mas de 800 multas se han Infligido
Loan and Insurance Agency, ship l!)N Kange 25E NMPMeridinnhas
por violación de los reglamentos gobOffice
at residence, ROY, N.M. filed notice of intention to make Final
ernando loskmercaderes licenciados
Three year proof to establish claim
paraba venta de substancias alimentito the land above described, before
cias durante los diez meses próximo
F H Foster U S Commissioner at his
pasados.
office at Roy, N. M., on Aug. 7th 1918
La Administración do Alimentos ha
Claimant names as witnesses:
ordenado una suspensión de negocios
C V wnght
J L Smith
compañías
Many
é
from here celebrated the
en los' almacenes de 150
' G G Leach
Wm. G Johnson
individuos por un período limitado é 4th at Chateau. Rain brevented
Al! of Roy, New Mexico.
ilimitado, y más de 500 do los delincuentes han voluntariamente h,echo un more from going.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
pago en dinero, usualmente á la Cruz
Miss Lillie Gibbons was the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Roja, ó simplemente se han resignado
guest
of Ruth Robertson and Ora
á no continuar sus negicios por temor
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Howell.
de verse expuestos 4- - penas más severas.
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
visitfamily
J. F. Everett and
June 19, 1918
ed the parental Robertson home
TENDRAN
LOS RESTAURANTES
Notice is hereby given that John J.
Sunday,
QUE DISTRIBUIR EL AZUCAR
Taylor, of Roy, New Mexico, who on
SeptS. 1914, made HE. No. (H7SW) for
CON PARSIMONIA.
L. H. Brock, wife and daughter
Seo.8
SWJ: SWi-NW- J
En tina reunión de propietarios de picknicked Sunday at the Fuller and
Section 17,
hoteles y restaurantes con la Admin- ranch.
Range 2üE N.M.P,
Township 19N.
istración de Alimentos en Albuquerque
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
mayor
cuidque
se tomará
se decidió
is helping to make three year final proof to estabElmer Kenoyer
ado en dar á los clientes el azúcar 'necesitado en sus comidas. SI una per- Marshall Barlow with his fenc- lish claim to the land above described
before F II Foster, U S Com, at Roy
sona ordena una segunda! tasa de cáfó ing this week.
N M on the 8th day of Aug. 1918.
tendrá ella que hacer su cantidad de
Joseph Jones helped J. C. Claimant names as witnesses:
azúcar para una sola copa 'bastar para
"
W H Buuin
dos.
Earl Baum
Rolertson build1 fence last week.
No se mantendrán en las mesas azuMN Baker
Clarece Leffler
careros. El sistema Harvey en esta
Al! of Roy New Mexico
Frank Lowell has new patatos
cuestión de conservación del azúcar va large enounuh to , use,,h.a
, ... PAZ VALVERDE,.
the
,is
adoptándose en todas partes.
Register
expert "Early riser" this year. "

YESTERDAY

IT IT IS

NEJ-NVV-

COMETO

OUR BANK,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

of-lic-

:

Improved Farm for Sale

Southwestern Hotel

0

SKi-SK-

SJ-S-

NEi-NVV-

0

-

'

Independence

WJ-SW- h

ROY, N. M.
For ninety days I will offer my
Liberty
farm of 320 acres at
Mrs. J.N. Renfro, Prop'r.
School 13 miles northeast of Roy
Refurnished
thiu)ut, Large,
for $4,200.00, cash.
This farm is well improved has comfortable Rooms,
good new house of 6 rooms, good First Class Dining Room Service
well and windmill, barn, all fenced and 160 acres under cultiva- Transcitnt Trade Solicited.

tion, Rural Free Delivery, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
telephone, 200 yards to School
Department of the Interior
and church, Good young orchard,
of three acres with shade trees U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.June 19, 1913
and windbreak. Good neighbor
Notice is hereby given that Robert L.
hood. Apply to
Sansbury, of Koy N.M. who on Dec. 17
JA. CANOX Roy N.M. 19H made Homestead Entry No.
for

018997

14

Twp, 19N.
SWi Sec. 13,
Un;'. 25 K N.M I 'M. has filed notice of
Chance fcr a Genius.
my
three-yea- r
intention to make
proof
Inventor "Do ymi want to buy
vest?"
newly patented bullet-proo- f
in the manner
required of homeFinancier "No; but I'd ba Interested stead entiymen to establish claim to
vest." Puck.
f
lu n
the land above described,
before
his Commanding Officer in the U.S.
Service
and
bis witnesses before
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
F. II. Foster. U.S. Commissioner, at his
Office Roy.N. M. on August 8, 1918
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Ü flic 3 Clayton New Mexico.
claimant names as witnesses:
C F Wright
J. L. Smith
12, 1918
soup-proo-

Notice

Í3

June
hereby given that

Cerilia M. de Be'.tran, widow of Manuel
Bel tren, deceased, of Roy, New Méx.,

on July
for Lot 4;
who

8,1915

G G Leuch
Win. G. Johnson
All of Roy N Mex
PAZ VALVERDE,

madi IlEno.020399

Register.

0

Lot
Sec. 19;
J
Section 30 Twp 19 N. H 25 E. NMPM.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
.
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
land above described, b'A'.-rtOffice at Clayton, New Mexico
Commissioner at
VVíIIl'ox
1,

t

V.

U.S

II.

1918
Hoy New Mexico on August 12
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ifidro liomcrn Juan Sandoval
Nicolas Sandoval
Sdferino Garcia
New Mexico
of
Roy,
All

PAZ VALVERDE
Register

June

13,

U18

Notice is hereby given that
Felipe Martinez
of Sabinoso, New
Mexico who on 4 23, '14 &
'15,
made II E No 017G38and ad'l 02.1437 for

NEí

SK.

and for

WJ-SE-

Seel, Twp.

17N, Rng. 25E and Lot 3
4, See.C: Lots 1&2 & NKJ-NT,)17 N. Rng 26 K. NMPM.has

Lot
Sec 7
filed no-

tice of intention to make
j
three year proof
to establish claim to the land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
above described, before
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Jure 13, 1918
F. II. Foster, U S Commissioner at
Roy, New Mexico cn Aug. 10, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Jose Ines l'erea, of Gallegos, N. Mex
Claimant names as witnesses:
who on Apr. 24th 1915, made H K no
Jose
di la Cruz, Martinez
Sec 2i Township
019845 for SEJ;SJ-N- Casimero
Luis Martinez
Jaramillo
17NUany29E
Roman M. Trujillo,
N. M. P. M has filed notice of inten
All of Sabinoso, New Mexico
tion to make three year proof, to es
'
tablish claim to the land above de
PAZ VALVERDE,
scribed before F II Foster, U. S.
Kegister.
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

n

Aug. 12 1918

Claimant names as witnesses:
Higinio Sandovavl
Trenida Sanchez
Zacarías Cordova Antonio Aragón
All of GallegoSjNew Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy

Drugstore

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

'
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Fifty-Thr-ee

do I doT she cried vehemently.
"Haven't I told yon often enough? I
didn't come here willingly, and I wont
stay. I will not I I have a right to
Uve my life In my own way, and It's
not this way."
"So," Roaring Bill began evenly,
"springtime with yon only means getting back to work. Ton want to get
back into the muddled rush of peopled
places, do you? Yon want to be where
yon can associate with fluffy-rufflpompadoured girls, and be properly introduced to equally proper young men.
Lord, bnt I seem to have made a mis
take I And, by the same token, 1 11
probably pay for it In a way you
wouldn't understand If yon lived a
thousand years. Well, set your mind
at rest I'll take you out Ye gods and
little fishes, but I have sure been a
fooll"
He sat down on the edge of the table,
and Hazel blinked at him, half scored,
She bad grown
and full of wonder.
so nsed to seeing him calm, imperturbable, smiling cheerfully no matter what
she said or did, that his passionate outbreak amazed her. She could only sit
and look at him.
He got out his cigarette materials.
But his fingers trembled, spilling the
tobácea And when he tore the paper
In his efforts to roll It he dashed paper and all into the fireplace with
something that sounded like an oath,
and walked out of the house. Nor did
he return till the sun was well down
d
toward the
horizon. When
he came back be brought in an armful of wood and kindling, and began to
build a fire. Hazel came out of her
room. BUI greeted her serenely.
"Well, little person," he said, "I
hope you'll perk np now."
"I'll try," she returned. "Are you
really going to take me out?"
BUI paused with a match blazing in
his fingers.
"I'm not In the haolt of saying things
I don't mean," he answered dryly.
"Well start In the morning."
The dark closed in on them, and
they cooked and ate supper In silence.
BUI remained thoughtful and abstracted. Then from some place among his
books he unearthed a map, and, spreading it on the table, studied it a while.
After that he dragged in his kyaks
from outside, and busied himself packing them with supplies for a Journey-- tea
and coffee and flour and such
things done up In small canvas sacks.
And when these preparations were
complete he got a sheet of paper and a
pencil, and feU to copying something
from the map. He was still at that
sketching and marking, when Hazel
went to bed.
By all the signs and tokens, Roaring
BUI Wagstaff slept none that night
Hazel herself tossed wakefully, and
during her wakeful moments she could
hear him stir In the outer room. And a
full hour before daylight he called her
to breakfast
e,

BY BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR
(Copyright: Little, Brown
1

& Co.)
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to the window.

The encrusting frost
had vanished from the panes. They
were wet to the touch of her fingers.
She unhooked the fastening, and swung
OF ANY WHITE PERSON OTHER
the window out A great gust of damp,
warm
wind blew strands of hair across
THAN "ROARING BILL"
her face. She leaned through the case
ment, and drops of cold water struck
her bare neck. That which she had
Synopsis Miss Hazel Weir la employed as a stenographer in tb.4
heard was the dripping eaves. The
office of Harrington & Bush at Granville, Ontario. She Is engaged to
Chinook wind droned its spring song,
Jack Barrow, a young real estate agent Mr. Bush, Hazel's employer,
and the bare boughs of the tree beside
suddenly notices her attractiveness and at once makes her his private
the cabin waved and creaked the time.
stenographer. After three months Bush proposes marriage. Hazel
At dawn the eaves had ceased their
refuses, and after a stormy scene, In which Bush warns her he will
drip, and the dirt roof lay bare to the
make her sorry for her action. Hazel leaves the office, never to return.
sky. From the southwest
Shortly after this Bush Is thrown from his horse and killed. Publicathe wind still blew strong and warm.
tion of his will discloses that he left Hazel $5,000 In "reparation for
The thick winter garment of the earth
any wrong I may have done her." Jack Barrow, In a Jealous rage,
softened to slush, and vanished with
demands an explanation, and Hazel, her pride hurt, refuses. Hazel's
amazing swiftness. Streams of water
engagement Is broken and, to escape from her surroundings, she sepoured down every depression. Pools
cures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, In a wild part of
stood between the house and stable.
British Columbia. There, at a boarding house, she first sees "Roaring
Spring had leaped strong-armeupon
Bill" Wagstaff, a
character of that country. Soon after her
old Winter and vanquished him at the
arrival Hazel loses her way while walking In the woods. She wanders
first onslaught
until night when she reaches "Roaring Bill's" camp fire In the woods.
All that day the chlnook blew, work
He promises to take her home In the morning, but she Is compelled to
Ing its magic upon the lahd. When day
spend the night In the woods. After wandering In the woods all the
broke again with a clearing sky, and
next day, "Roaring BUT finally admits that he Is taking Hazel to his
the sun peered between the cloud rifts,
cabin In the mountains. Hazel finds upon their arrival at the cabin
his beams fell upon vast areas of
brown and green, where but forty-eigthat she cannot hope to escape from the wilderness before spring.
hours gone there was the cold revelry
of frost sprites upon
fields
d
shore of a
lake, on the far- of snow. Patches of earth steamed
CHAPTER VI Continued.
ther side of which loomed the conical wherever a hillside lay bare to the sou.
From some mysterious distance a lone
But within the cabin they were snug lodges of an Indian camp.
"Ton sabe now?" said he as they crow winged his way, and, perching on
and warm. Bill's ax kept the woodpile
high. The two fireplaces shone red crossed the Ice. "This bunch generally a nearby treetop, cawed raucous greetthe twenty-fou- r
hours through. Of comes In here about this time, and ing.
Hazel cleared away the breakfast
flour, tea, coffee, sugar, beans and such stays till spring. I get the squaws to
stuff as could only be gotten from the wash for me. Ever see Mr. Indian on things, and stood looking out the kitchen window. Roaring Bill sat on a log,
outside he had a plentiful supply. Po- his native heath V
smoking his pipe. Pres
Hazel never had, and she was duly
tatoes and certain vegetables that he
had grown In a cultivated patch behind Interested, even If a trifle shy of the ently he went over to the stable, led
the cabin were stored In a deep cellar. red brother who stared so fixedly. She out his horses, and gave them their libHe coold always sally forth and get entered a lodge with BUI, and listened erty. For twenty minutes or so he
neat And the Ice was no bar to fish- - to him make laundry arrangements in stood watching their mad capers as
broken English with a withered old they ran and leaped and pranced back
beldame whose features resembled
and forth over the clearing. Then he
ham that had hung overlong In the walked off into the timber, bis rifle
Two or three blanketed over his shoulder.
smokehouse.
bucks squatted by the fire that sent Its
Hazel washed her dishes and went
blue smoke streaming out the apex of outside. She did not know why, but
the lodge.
all at once a terrible feeling of utter
"Heap fine squaw I" one suddenly ad- forlornness seized ber. It was spring
dressed Bill. "Where yon ketchum?"
end also it was spring In other lands.
BUI laughed at Hazel's confusion. The wilderness suddenly took on the
"Away off." He gestured southward, characteristics of a prison, In which
and the Indian grunted some unintel- she was sentenced to solitary confineligible remark in his own tongue
t ment She rebelled against it rebeUed
against her surroundings, against the
which Roaring BUI laughed again.
Before they started home BUI suc- manner of her being there, against
ceeded In purchasing, after much talk, everything.
She hated the North, she
a pair of moccasins that Házel con- wished to be gone from it and most
ceded to be a work of art, what with of all she hated Bill Wagstaff for con
the dainty pattern of beads and the straining her presence there.
All the heaviness of heart, all the re
ornamentation of colored porcupine
quills. Her feminine soul could not sentment she had felt in the first few
cavil when Bill thrust them in the days when she followed htm perforce
pocket of her coat even If her mind away from Cariboo Meadows, came
was set against accepting any peace back to her with redoubled force that
afternoon. She went back Into the
tokens at his hands.
In the nearlng sunset they went house, now gloomy without a fire,
home through the frost-bittewoods, slumped forlornly Into a chair, and
where the snow crunched and squeaked cried herself into a condition approachunder their feet and the branches ing hysteria. And she was sitting there,
Bill's Ax Kept the Woodpile High.
snap when her head bowed on her hands, when
broke off with pistol-lik- e
Bill returned from his bunting. The
Ing, for be would cut a hole, sink
they were bent aside.
through the south
small net and secure overnight a
A hundred yards from the cabin Bill sun sent a shaft
week's supply of trout and whlteflsb. challenged her for a race. She refused window, a shaft which rested on her
Thus their material wants were pro- to run, and he picked her up bodily, drooping head. Roaring BUI walked
put his hand
vided for. ,
and ran with her to the very door. He slowly up behind her and
As time passed Hazel gradually held her a second before he set ber on her shoulder.
"What Is it little person?" he asked
shook off a measure of her depression, down, and Hazel's face whitened. She
thrust her uneasiness and resentment could feel his breath on her cheek, and gently.
She refused to answer.
As a matter of she could feel his arms quiver, and the
Into the background.
"Say," he bent a little lower, "yon
fact she resigned herself to getting rapid beat of his heart For an Instant know
what the Tentmaker said :
through the winter, since that was In- she thought Roaring Bill Wagstaff was
evitable. She fell Into the way of do- about to make the colossal mistake of "Come fill the cup, and in the fire of
spring
ing little things about the bouse, find- trying to kiss her.
Tour winter garment of repentance fling;
ing speedily that time flew when she
The
Bird of Time haa but a little way
But he set her gently on her feet find
busied herself at some task In the In- opened the door. And by the time he To nutter and the Bird la on the wing."
tervals of delving In Roaring Bill's had his outer clothes off and the fires
"Life's too short to waste any of it
library.
started up be was talking whimsically In being uselessly miserable. Come on
On one of these days Hazel came into about their Indian neighbors, and Ha- out and go for a ride on Silk. I'll take
the kitchen and found Bill piling tow- zel breathed more freely. The clear- yon up a mountainside, and show you
els, napkins, and a great quantity of est impression that she had, aside from a waterfall that leaps three hundred
other soiled articles on an outspread her brief panic, was of bis strength. He feet In the clear. The woods are wak-tfcup and putting on their Easter bontublecloth.
had run with her as easily as If she
nets. There's beauty everywhere. Come
"Well," she inquired, "what are you had been a child.
going to do with those?"
After that they went out many times along I"
But she wrenched herself away
"Take 'em to the laundry," he together. BUI took her hunting, initilaughed. "Collect your dirty duds, and ated her into the mysteries of rifle from him.
"I want to go home I" she walled. "I
bring them forth."
shooting, and the manipulation of a
"Laundry I" Hazel echoed. It seemed
He taught her to walk on hate you and the North, and every- Joke.
rather a
snowshoes, lightly over the surface of
"Sure I You don't suppose we can the crusted snow, through which otherget along forever without having wise she floundered. A sort of truce
things washed, do your he replied. "I arose between them, and the days driftdon't mind housework, but I do draw ed by without untoward Incident BUI
the line at a laundry Job when I don't tended to his horses, chopped wood,
have to do it Go on get your carried water. She took upon herself
clothes."
the care of the house. And through
So she brought out ber accumulation the long evenings, In default of converef garments, and laid them on the pile. sation, they would sit with a book on
BUI tied up the four corners of the either side of the fireplace that roared
defiance to the storm gods without
tablecloth.
"Now," said he, "let's see if we can't
And sometimes Hazel would find herfit you out for a more or less extended self wondering why Roaring Bill Wagwalk. Tou stay In the bouse altogether staff could not have come into her Ufe
too much these days. That's bad busi- in a different manner. As It was she
Nothing like exercise In the never, never would forgive him.
ness.
fresh air."
Thus In a few minutes Hazel fared
CHAPTER VII.
d
forth, wrapped In Bill's fur coat a
cap on her head, and on her feet
The Fires of éprlng.
several pairs of stockings inside mocThere came a day when the metallic
casins that BUI had procured from brilliancy went out of the eky, and it
some mysterious source a day or two became softly, mistily blue. All that
.
before.
forenoon Hazel prowled restlessly out
The day was sunny, albeit the air of doors without cap or coat There
was hazy with multitudes of floating was a new feel In the air. Thr deep
"I Hate You and the North and Everyfrost particles, and the tramp through winter snow had suddenly oA Its
thing In It"
the forest speedily brought- the roses harshness.
back to her cheeks.
Toward evening a mild breeze fresh thlag in it If you've got a spark of
BUI carried the bundle of linen on ened from the southwest At ten o'clock manhood left In yon, you'll take me out
his back, and trudged steadily through a gale whooped riotously through the of here."
a
the woods. But the riddle of his
trees. And at midnight Hazel wakened
Roaring Bill backed away from ber.
w&8 soon read to her, for a tvo-to a sound that she had not heard in "Do you mean that? Honest Injun?"
walk, brought them out on IM months. She rose and groped ber way. he asked Incredulously.
HAZEL PASSES WINTER IN THE WILDS WITHOUT SIGHT
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"This time last spring," Bin said to
her, "I was piking away north of those
mountains, bound for the head of the
Nas to prospect for gold."
They were camped In a notch on the
tiptop of a long divide, a thousand feet
above the general level. A wide valley
rolled below, and from the height they
overlooked two great sinuous lakes
and a multitude of smaller ones.
Tve been wondering," Hazel said.
"This country somehow seems different You're not going back to Cariboo
Meadows, are your
BUI bestowed a look of surprise on
her.
"I should say not I" he drawled. "Not
that it would make any difference to
me. But I'm very sure yon don't want
to turn up there in my company."
"That's true," she observed. "Bnt
all the clothes and all the money I
have in the world are there."
"Don't let money worry you," he said
briefly. "I have got plenty to see you
through. And you can easily buy
clothes."
They were now ten days on the road.
Steadily they climbed, reaching up
through gloomy canyons where foaming cataracts spilled themselves over
sheer walls of granite, where the dim
and narrow pack trail was crossed and
recroBsed with the footprints of bear
mounand deer and the snowy-coate- d
tain goat
Roaring Bill lighted his evealng fire
at last at the apex of the pass. He had
traveled long after sundown, seeking a
camp ground where his horses could
graze. The fire lit up huge firs, and
high above the fir tops the sky was
studded with stars, brilliant In the thin
atmosphere. They ate, and, being
weary, lay down to sleep. At sunrise
Hazel sat up and looked about her in
silent, wondering appreciation. All the
world spread east and west below.
She adjusted the binoculars and
peered westward from the great height
where the camp sat Distantly, and
far below, the green of the forest broke
down to a hazy line of steel-blu- e
that
ran in turn to a huge fog bank, snow-whiIn the rising sun.
"There's a lake," she said.
"No. Salt water a long arm of the
Pacific," he replied. "That's where
yon and I part company to your very
great relief, I dare say. ' But look off
In the other direction. Lord, you can
see two hundred miles I If It weren't
for the Babine range sticking np yon
could look clear to where my cabin
stands. What an outlook
"I told you, I think, about prospect
ing on the head of the Naas Inst spring.
I fell in, with another fellow up there,
and we worked together, and early In
the season made a nice little cleanup
on a gravel bar. I have another place
spotted, by the way, that would work
out a fortune If a fellow wanted to
spend a couple of thousand putting In
some machinery. However, when the
June rise drove us off our bar, I pulled
clear out of the country. Just took
a notion to see the bright lights again.
And I didn't stop short of New York.
Do yon know, I lasted there Just one
peek by the calendar It seems funny,
te

1

that a man with
three thousand dollars to spend should
get lonesome In a place like New York,
But I did. And at the end of a week I
flew. I had all that money burning my
pockets and, all told, I didn't spend
five hundred. Fancy a man Jumping
over four thousand miles to have a
good time, and then running away
from It It was very foolish of m
think now. Well, the longer we U
the more we learn. Day after tomot
row you'll be In Bella Cool a. The can
nery steamships carry passenger on
a fairly regular schedule to Vancou
when yon think of it,

ver. How does that suit your
"Very well," she answered shortly.
"And yon haven't the least twinge of

regret at leaving all this? '
"I don't happen to have your peculiar
point of view," she returned. "The
circumstances connected with my com
Ing Into this country and with my stay
Ing here are such as to make me anx
ious to get away." ,
"Same old story," BUI muttered un
der his breath.
"What Is it?" she asked sharply.
"Oh, nothing," he said carelessly,
and went on with his breakfast preparations.
The evening of the third day from
there BUI traveled till dusk. When
camp was made and the fire started,
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HE WAS GLAD.
An aching tooth Is not the best
friend In the world, and this fact was
demonstrated by a country Justice of
the peace when, suffering with the
trouble, he was called upon to unite a
rural couple In marriage.
The justice's Irritability was not lessened any when the prospective husband informed him that he would not
be expected In this case to kiss the
bride.

"Thank you," snapped the Justice.
"Under those circumstances I shall
charge you only
f
the usual
one-hal-

fee."
He Pound
Bacon

It

Ever look for a needle In a

haystack?
Egbert Oh, yes.
"And never found It"
"Oh, yes, I did. It was one belonging to my wife.
It was a knitting
needle, and It was in one of those
knitting bogs, and the bag was almost
as big as the haystack."
DECKED OUT.

"Thafa

Bella Coola Over There," He

Said.
he called Hazel to one side, np on a little rocky knoll, and pointed out a half
dozen pin points of yeUow glimmering
distantly In the dark.
"That's Bella Coola," be told her.
"And unless they've made a radical
change in their sailing schedules there
should be a boat clear tomorrow at
noon."
CHAPTER

VIII.

The Drone of the Hive.
A black cloud of smoke was rolling
np from the funnel of the Stanley D.
"This paper gives a column to the
as Bill Wagstaff piloted Hazel from the
grimy Bella Coola hotel to the wharf. bride's costume. What did the groom
"There ain't many passengers," he wear?"
"A scared look."

told her. "They're mostly cannery
men. But you'll have the captain's
wife to chaperon yon. She happens
to be making the trip."
When they were aboard and the
cabin boy had shown them to what
was dignified by the name of stateroom, BUI drew a long envelope from

his pocket
"Here," he said, "Is a Uttle money.
I hope yon won't let any foolish pride
stand In the way of using it freely. It
came easy to me. I dug It out of Mother
Earth, and there's plenty more where
It came from. Seeing that I deprived
yon of access to your own money and
all your personal belongings, you are
entitled to this any way you look at it
And I want to throw in a bit of gratuitous advice In case yon should conclude to go back to the Meadows. They
probably looked high and low for you.
But there is no chance for them to
learn where yon actually did get to
unless you yourself tell them. The
most plausible explanation and if yon
go there you must make some explanationwould be for you to eay that you
got lost which is true enough and
that you eventually fell in with a
party of Indians, and later on connected up with a party of white
people who were traveling coastward.
That you wintered with them, and they
put you on a steamer and sent yon to
Vancouver when spring opened.
"That I guess, Is all," he concluded
slowly. "Only I wish" he' caught her
by the shoulders and shook her gently
"I sure do wish it could have been
different little person. Maybe some
time when I get restless for human
companionship and come out to cavort
In the bright lights for a while, I may
pass you on a street somewhere. This
world is very sraaU. Oh, yes when
you go to Vancouver go to, the Lady-smit- h.
It's a nice, quiet hotel in the
West end. Any hack driver knows the
place."

his hands, and looked
steadily at her for a few seconds,
steadily and longingly.
"Good-byl- "
he said abruptly and
walked out and down the gangplank
that was already being cast loose, and
away up the wharf without a backward glance.
, The Stanley D.'s siren woke the
echoes along the wooded shore.
A
throbbing that shook her from stem
to stern betokened the first turnings
of the screw. 'And slowly she backed
Into deep water and swung wide for
the outer passage.
He dropped

In the spring Hazel gets her
freedom and then when she has
It she exercises the prerogative
that has been woman's since the
world began. What she did Is
disclosed In the next Installment
(TO

B CONTINUED

Fooeyl
A bill collector Is Bill Blose,
And he was heard to say:
"Don't put oft till tomorrow those
Who can be dunned today."

Redd

Some Shooter.
And he thinks he's a good

shot?
Greene Does he? Say, he thinks
he makes a hit every time he opens his
mouth.
Drawing the Line.
"Did the girl's father kick at your

paying her attention?"
"Yes, but I wouldn't have minded If
that had been the only kicking be
did."

Safety First.
"You make it a rule never to smoke
when filling your car with gasoline."
"Yes,"
declared Mr. Chugglns.
"When I buy gasoline I can't afford to
smoke."

Hit Way.
"Henry VIH used a reverse way with
his wives."
"How was that?"
"He married them first and axed
them afterwards."
A Business Paradox.
"A business man I knew Is in a'
very pnradoxlcal position."
"How so?"
"He Is In a hole for want of an
opening."
,

Cheering Observation.

"Life Is full of ups and downs."
"Yes, but they're working the right
way now. The thermometer Is going
up and the price of eggs going down."
No Bond of Sympathy.

"That woman seemed to bore you."
"Yes, I'm
as you see.
All she could talk about was the trouble she has in washing her hair."
bald-heade-

Nothing Alarming.

"Is It true there Is a ferment in our
neighbor's family?"
"Quite trae. She told me their preserves were working."
Home. Still Safe.

"Drink and tobacco have wrecked
homes."

"They haven't wrecked mine," protested Mr. Meekton, Indignantly.
"Are you addicted to drink and tobacco?"
"No, I'm not. But my wife Is verj
fond of tea and cigarettes."
He Knew.
Bridegroom Just look at that young
wife. Doesn't she look queenly?
Friend Yes, she does ; but wait un
til she begins to rule.

THE
what waa settled for America In the
great age upon whose Inspiration we
draw today. This Is surely a fitting
place from which calmly to look out
WOO our task, that we may fortify our
spirits for its accomplishment.
And
this Is the appropriate place from
which to avow, alike to the friends
who look on and to the friends with
whom we have the happiness to be
In action, the faith and purpose with which we act.
"This, then, Is our conception of the
great struggle In which we are engaged. The plot is written plain upon
every scene and every act of the supreme tragedy. On the one hand atand
the peoples of the world not only the
peoples actually engaged, but many
others also who suffer under mastery
but cannot act ; peoples of many races
and in every part of the world the
people of stricken Russia still, among
the rest, though they are for the mo-

PRESIDENT SAYS

PRUSSIAN RULERS
FEAR OWN PEOPLE
i

.

Wilson Declares U. S. Will Not

Consider Peace Until Foe
Is Crushed.

SPEAKS

AT MOUNT VERNON

Executive

in Independence Day Ad
Mount Vernon Assert
Kalaer Haa Routed Forcea
Which Ha Knew Little Of
and Which When
Routed Can Never
Be Crushed to

drett at

Earth.
Mount Vernon, July 4. That George
Washington and his associates spoke
and acted, not for a' class, but for a people and that It has been left for us to
aee to It that It shall be understood that
they spoke and acted, not for a single
people only, but for all mankind and
were planning that men of every class
should be free and America a place to
which men out of every nation might
resort who wished to share with them
the rights and privileges of free men,
was the gist of a speech delivered by
President Wilson at Washington's
tomb today.
t
In the course of his address the president asserted that in the present world
Struggle the peoples of the world find
themselves confronted by a selfish
group of nations who speak no common purpose but only selfish ambitions
of their own and by which none can
profit but themselves and whose people
are fuel in their hands.
Text of Address.
The text of the president's speech

ment unorganized and helpless. Opposed to them, masters of many armies, stand an Isolated, friendless group
of governments who speak no common
purpose but only selfish Ambitions of
their own by which none can profit
but themselves, and whose peoples
are fuel In their hands; governments
which fear their people and yet are
for the time their sovereign lords, making every choice for them and disposing of their Uves and fortunes as they
will, as well as of the Uves and fortunes of every people who fall under
governments
their power
clothed
with the strange trappings and the
primitive authority of án age that Is
altogether alien and hostile to our
own. The past and the present are In
deadly grapple and the peoples of the
world are being done to death between
them.

Settlement Must Be Final.

There can

be but one Issue. The
settlement must be final. There can
be no compromise.
No halfway deNo halfcision would be tolerable.
way decision Is conceivable.
These
are the ends for wtitch the associated
peoples of the world are fighting and
which must be conceded them before
there can be peace : 1. The destruction
of every arbitrary power anywhere
that can separately, secretly and of Its
single choice disturb the peace of the
world ; or, if it cannot be presently destroyed, at the least Its reduction to
virtual impotence.
"2. The settlement of every question,
whether of territory, of sovereignty, of
economic arrangement, or of political
relationship, upon the basts of the free
acceptance of that settlement by the
people Immediately concerned, and not
upon the basis of the material Interest
or advantage of any other nation or
people which may desire a different
settlement for the sake of its own exterior influence or mastery.
"3. The consent of all nations to be
governed In their conduct towards
each other by the same principles of
honor and of respect for the common
law of civilized society that govern
the Individual citizens of all modern
states In their relations with one another; to (he end that all promises and
covenants may be sacredly observed, no

follows :
"Gentlemen of the Diplomatic Corps
and My Fellow Citizens: I am happy
to draw apart with you to this quiet
place of old counsel in order to speak
a little of the meaning of this day of
our nation's Independence.
The place
seems very still and remote. It Is as
serene and untouched by the hurry of
the world as It was In those great dáys
long ago when General Washington
was here and held leisurely conference
with the men who were to be associated with him in the creation of a nation. From the gentle slopes they
looked out upon the world and saw it
whole, saw it with the light of the future upon it, saw it with modern eyes
that turned away from a past which
men of liberated spirits could no longer
endure, It Is for that reason that we
cannot feel, even here, In the Immediate presence of this sacred tomb, that
this Is a place of death. It was a
place of achievement A great promise
private plots or conspiracies hatched,
that was meant for all mankind was no selfish Injuries wrought with' impunhere given plan and reality. The as- ity, and a mutual trust established
sociations bj which we are beje
upon, ye handsome foundation of a
are the Inspiring associations mutual respect for right.
of that noble death whlchlsonly a
"4. The establishment of an organigToríous
cTnsuffimáíioü. from tLfs zation
of peace which shall make It
green hillside ws also ought to be able certain that the combined power of
to see- - with comprehending eyes the free nations will cheok every invasion
world that lies about us and should
of right and serve to make peace and
conceive anew the purposes that must Justice the more secure by affording a
et men free.
definite tribunal of opinion to which
"It is significantsignificant of their all must submit and by which every
own character and purpose and of the International readjustment that cannot
influences they were setting afoot
be amicably agreed upon by the peothat Washington and his associates, ples directly concerned shall be sanclike the barons at Runnvmede, spoke tioned.
and acted, not fóf a class, but for a
U. 8. Can Never Be Crushed.
people. It has been left for us to see
to it that It shall be understood that
"These great objects can be put Into
they spoke and acted, not for a single
What we seek Is
single sentence.
a
They
mankind.
only,
all
for
people
but
reign of law, based upon the conthe
were thinking, not of themselves and sent of the governed and sustained by
of the material Interests which cen- the organized opinion of mankind.
tered In the little groups of landholdgreat ends cannot be
"These
ers and merchants and men of affairs achieved by debating and seeking to
with whom they were accustomed to reconcile
and accommodate what
act, In Virginia and the colonies to the statesmen may wish, with their projpeople
north and south of her, but of a
ects for balances of power and of nawhich wished to be done with classes
They can be
tional opportunity.
and special interests and the author- reached only by the determination of
themnot
they
had
ity of men whom
what the thinking people of the world
selves chosen to rule over them. They desire with their longing hope, for
d
entertained no private purpose,
Justice and for social freedom and opno peculiar privilege.
portunity.
Sought Freedom for All Men.
"I can fancy that the air of this
"They were consciously planning place carries the accents of such printhat men of every class should be free ciples with a prouder kindness. Here
and America a place to which men out where started forces which the great
of every nation might resort who nation against which they were priwished to share with them the rights marily directed at first regarded as a
and privileges of free men. And we revolt against Its authority but which
take our cue from them do we not? has long since seen to have been a
We step in the liberation of Its own peoWe Intend what they Intended.
here in America believe our participa- ple as well as of the people of the
tion In this present war to be only the United States and I stand here now
fruitage of what they planted. Our to speak, speak proudly and with concase differs from theirs only In this, fident hope of the spread of this rethat it is our inestimable privilege to volt, this liberation to the great state
concert with men out of every nation of the world itself. The blinded rulwhat shall make not only the liberties ers of Prussia have aroused forces they
of America secure but the liberties of knew little of forces which, once
every other people as well. We are aroused, can never be crushed to earth
happy In the thought that we are per- again for they have at their heart an
mitted to do what they would have inspiration and a purpose which are
done had they been in our place. deathless and of the very stuff of
There must now be settled once for all

KEY TROUBLE
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FRECKLES
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LEMON JUICE

EASILY RECOGNIZED
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TAKES OFF "TAN

Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected

Girls!

t

Total Lota.
"What Is the unlucklest stone?"
"The diamond," replied young

Cub-wlt-

"I've never heard the diamond called

Make bleaching lotion

if skin is

sunburned,

tanned or freckled
Squeeze the Juice of two lemons Into
a bottle containing, three ounces of
Orchard White, shuke well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle,
sunburn and tan lotion, and complexion
beautlfler, at very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and any
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of Orchard White for a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion Into the face, neck, arms
and hands each day and see how freckles, sunburn, wlndburn and tan disappear and how clear, soft and white the
skin becomes. Yes ! It Is harmless.- Adv.
Automatic Water Pan for Furnace.
An extra large water pan, illustrated In Poplar Mechanics Magazine,
Is now being Installed In furnaces of a
certain make, which Is equipped to fill
automatically when almost empty.
The pan holds seven gallons, and one
end makes a contact with the fire pot,
so that evaporation Is very rapid.
Water is supplied through a pipe, the
flow being governed by a
valve.
d

(

U. S. TROOPS LAND IN WAVES
Khaki

Seen Everywhere at French
Even Americans 8ur- prised at Speed.

Port

.

At a French Port, July 5. Americans stationed at this port are themselves astonished at the speed with
which the American troops are arriving here. Wave after wave of men
swarm ashore, Sliding down the
forming on the docks and
marching to the camps with identlfl- gang-plank-

s,

cation tags fluttering from the muz
zles of their rifles.
The transports bring all the needed
equipment, even to barracks In sec
tions, with corrugated iron roofs. The
negro stevedores pausa in their work
of handling the cargues to swap Jokes
termiwith the new arrivals over-thnation of their cruise.
The whole of the big harbor is filled
with transports, lighters, destroyers,
tugs and unloading ships. The French
are astonished at the number of U. S.
troops arriving here in the last month.

get ta ounce of Othlne double
strength from font druggist, snd apply s little
of It night end morning and you should soon ae.
that eren the wont freckles hare bifuo to disappear, while the lighter ones hare Tanlahed entirely. It Is seldom that more than one ounce
is needed to completely clear the skla and (all
beautiful dear complexion.
t Be
sure to nek for the double strength Olhlne,
ss tbla Is sold nnder guarantee of money hack
U It falls to remore freckles.
Ade.

Letter from the Dead.
On the body of a British soldier
recently killed at the front, was found
the following letter addressed to his
mother: "I am dead; I have lived
my life, fought the good fight, and
given my life willingly and happily
for your Bakes on the altar of duty.
The fighting will be severe, the suffering great; but, mother darling,
every child whom God receiveth He
scourgeth. It is only part of the imitation of our blessed Lord's life Just
a weak, unworthy imitation but the
best a poor, puny, sinful child can
make. I plead with you not to worry.
Put all your faith, your hope, your
trust In the God of love."
Soothe Itching Scalpt.
On retiring gently rub spots of dan-

druff and itching with Cutlcura Ointment. Next morning shnmpoo with
Cutlcura Soap and hot water. For free
samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept X,
Boston." At druggists and .by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.

"It seems to be so In my case. I've
bought engagement rings for three
MoBt people who keep diaries for
In Jealousy there is more
girls who married other fellows and
forgot to return the rings." Birming- any length of time keep them for sale. than love. La Rochefoucault.
ham

FORWOHEII"

self-lov-

e

What Lydia E. PinkhWf
Vegetable Compound Did
For Ohio Woman.
Portsmouth, Ohio." I suffered from
Irregularities, pains in my side and wm
ao weak, at umea
could hardly get
around to do my
work, and as I bad
four in my family
and three boarders
it made it very hard
for me, Lydia, E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
was recommended
to me. I took it
and it baa restored
my health. It it)
certainly the best
medicine for woman's ailment I ever
saw." Mrs, Sara Shaw, R. No. l,
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Mrs. Shaw proved the merit of this
medicine and wrote this letter in order
that other suffering women may find
relief aa she did.
Women who are suffering aa she was
should not drag along from day to day
without giving this famous root ana
herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a trial. For special
advice in regard to such ailments writ
to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Ca.Lytm,
Mass. The result of its forty yean
experience is at your service.

l

Wm

A
door spring adds ta
A girl may be Intellectual and yet
Coffee is like the earth when It Is the anger of a man who wants U
retain her appetite for ice cream soda. ground.
slam the door.
g

Age-Heral-

Scandal often stings Itself..

J

Are the Packers Profiteers?
Plain Facts About the Meat Business
The Federal Trade Commission in its recent report on war
profits, stated that the five large meat packers have been
profiteering and that they have a monopoly of the market.
These conclusions, if fair and just, are matters of serious
concern not only to those engaged in the meat packing
business but to every other citizen of our country.
The figures given onprofits are,, misleading and the statement that the packers have a monopoly is unsupported by
the facts.

The packers mentioned in the report stand ready to prove
their profits reasonable and necessary.

The meat business is one of the largest American industries. Any citizen who would familiarize himself with its
details must be prepared for large totals.
The report states that the aggregate profits of four large
packers were $140,000,000 for the three war years.

tional profit makes only a fair return on this, and as has
been stated, the larger portion of the profits earned has
been used to finance huge stocks of goods and to provide
additions and improvements made necessary by the enormous demands of our army and navy and the allies.

If

you are a business man you will appreciate the significance of these facts. If you are unacquainted with business, talk this matter over with some business acquaintance with your banker, say and ask him to compare
profits of the packing industry with those of any other
large industry at the present time.

No evidence is offered by the Federal Trade Commission
in support of the statement that the large packers have a
monopoly. The Commission's own report shows the large
number and importance of other packers.
The packers mentioned in the statement stand ready to
prove to any
person that they are in keen
each
with
competition
other, and that they have no power
to manipulate prices.
fair-mind-

This sum is compared with $19,000,000 as the average
annual profit for the three years before the war, making it
appear that the war profit was $121,000,000 greater than
profit.
the pre-war

profit a
profit with a one-yeThis compares a three-yemanifestly unfair method of comparison. It is not only
misleading, but the Federal Trade Commission apparently
haa made a mistake in the figures themselves.

profits of $140,000,000 was
The aggregate three-yeearned on sales of over four and a half billion dollars. It
means about three cents on each dollar of saleB or a mere
fraction of a cent per pound of product.
ar

i

Packers' profits are a negligible factor in prices of live
stock and meats. No other large business is conducted
upon such small margins of profit.
(

only a small
and this is Very important
Furthermore
portion of this profit has been paid in dividends. The
balance has been put back into the businesses. It had to
be, as you realize when you consider the problems the
packers have had to solve and solve quickly during these
war years.

were not true they would not dare to make this
positive statement.

If this

ar

ar

de-lre-

'

There's so
ashamed of jour freckles,
Otliln
double
strength Is guaranteed to remore these homel
spots.
Simply

An examining physician for one of the
prominent lifo insurance companies, in an
interview of the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
to many applicants for insurance are rejected it because kidney trouble is so common to the American people, and the large
majority of those whose applications are
declined do not ven suspect that they
have the disease.
Judging from report' from' druggists
who are constantly in direct touch, with
the public, there it one preparation that
hat been very successful in overcoming
these condition.
The mild and healing
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
it
realized.
toon
It standi the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
W find that Swamp-Roo- t
is strictly
an herbal compound and we would advise our readers who feel in need of tuch a
remedy to give it a trial. It is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
,
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
Kilmer
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

unlucky before.

"BEST MEDICINE

Ct tf TkH Ugly Spelt
kntw the aMfhtest ae4 of reeling
Rid

'

To conduct this business in war times, with higher costs
and the necessity of paying two or three times the former
prices for live stock, has required the use of two or three
times the ordinary amount of working capital. The addi

Furthermore, government figures show that the five large
packers mentioned in the report account for only about
of the meat business of the country.
one-third

They wish it were possible to interest you in the details of
their business. Of how, for instance, they can sell dressed
beef for less than the cost of the live animal, owing to
and of the wonderful story of
utilization of
the methods of distribution throughout this broad land, as
well as in other countries.
.
The five packers mentioned feel justified in
with each other to the extent of together presenting this
public statement
They have been able to do a big job for your government
in its time of need ; they have met all war time demands
promptly and completely1 and they are willing to trust their
case to the fairmindedness of the 'American people with
the facte before them.

Armour & Company
Cudahy Packing Co.
Morris & Company
Swift & Company
Wilson & Company

STATE BANK REPORT
Report of the condition of the Roy Trust
& Savings Bank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
June 29, 1918.
the close of business
Serial No.

The MOSQUERO BRANCH of the Roy Chapter A.R.C.
Will hold a PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION and SALE a- t-

Resources
1

except those shown on (h)

Loans and Discounts,

llil.274.83

unsecured,

2 Overdrafts,

ÍS7C.MIÍ

U. S. Bonds -- War

$l,00O.C5

8

Savings Stamps
Furniture and Fixtures

9

Real Estate, other than Banking House,

$3,43.3.0)

11

(a) Not amt. due from Nat'n'l Banks,
b Net amt. due from Reserve Banks,

3,433.09

Net amt. due from Banks and Bankers,
other than included in 10 and 11,

$(,678,75

3

11
12
15

16

a Outside checks and
other cash items,
b Fractional currency,
nickels and cents,

y

Wl:

$500.00

JSl. V

$133,23

Maw W (&r.

5

5,324,80
$1W, (76.78

,

Vedne

Liabilities
21

Capital Stock Paid In
Surplus fund

22

Undivided Profits

24

(c)Less current expenses,
interest and taxes paid,
,
(b) Net amount due to Reserve Banks,

20

JJL.

AS
ewer
J

For the purpose of raising money for the supply of material for the local work of this Branch, on

H33 18

Coin and Currency,

Total,

A. JJL

JJL

20

$15,000.00
$12,000.00
$368.45
$568.45

$j,977.f8

Demand Deposits
27

Individual Deposits, subject to check

39

Cashier's Chfck3 outstanding,

32

State Deposits,

33

County deposits,

$3?,9!)0.71

A Patriotic Program by Home Talent

$5,197,57
$6,031,59

Total of Demand deposits

27--

$109, 219. 87

34,

Time Deposits,
Payable after 39 days or subject ta
Certificates of deposit,
Total of Time deposits,
40 Bills payable, including

30 days notice-3- 3

$21,910.58

.

money borrowed,

LINDSEY and
Governor W
Secy of State, ANTONIO LUC ERO, will
Be Speakers.

$20,000.00

$29,090.00

Total.

l84.t".ti.7S

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,

I

COUNTY OF MORA,

ss

H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justice, Cashier,
the adove named Bank, do solemnly swear that the
above Statement is true, to the best of our knowledge
and belief.
We,

of

Donations
being received and an
Auction Sale will be held.

Signed:
H. B. Jones, President,
C. L. Justice, Cashier,

Correct Attest,
Sol. Floersheim, Director,
H. B. Jones, Director,
C, L, Justice, Director,

i

People of tfae'JM esa are
Invited and ttrsea to

;

AM

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of
A. D. 1918.
July.
BESSIE A. Mc C ARTY, Notary Publi j
SEAL
My commission

expires March

W

1S,1Ü22.

.

ft

A

rg

.

All Business Houses are asked to close for the Day.

Dinner Served by the Red Cross Ladies.

f

"

v

Begins in the Morning,

VA great net of mercy drawn through
an ocean of unspeakable pain"

Come and Help us.

Lasts all day,

NIGHT!
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Isiand of Samo Domingo.
It Is Incorrect ta apply to the entire
Island the nnme of Hnltl, ns tlitit wns
merely the aboriginal name for tho
western section (the present republic). The island should properly be
called either Santo Domlnpo, by which
It has been known for the greater
part of the four centuries of the two
names, Haitl-SantDomingo. Another
mistake that Is made frequently Is to
refer to this republic as Santo Domingo. While the Island may be properly
called Santo Domingo, the correct
name of the country is the Dominican
Republic. Santo Domingo is not tho
name of a country, but of the capital
and largest city of the Dominican republic. This Island Is also frequently
confused with the Island of Dominica
The latter is a small British Island in
the lesser Antilles, about 350 miles
(southeast of Puerto Rico, between' the
French Islands of Ouadelope and Martinique. As this Island was discovered
by Columbus on Sunday he called It
Dominica.
To Climb a Fence. .
One of the modern conveniences for
farmers is n wooden stairway built on
both sides of I fence. This Inexpensive provision does away with injury
to fence uud to careless fence climbers, bét In oo wise interferes with the
purnosft ot the fence us o barrier to
Htovk,

Made K'

tr,outh Water.

regrets were told
An
by the bishop of Eu'nbury, Australia.
The bishop formerly held the see of.
Melanesia, which comprises what used
to be called the "Cannibal islands."
There he had for servant a young native who, before his conversion, had
been a cannibal. One day the bishop
received, among present." from home
a tin of sheep's tongues, on which hf'
The
made a raid for his luncheon.
"boy" looked on, his mouth watering,
but with perplexity writ large on his
lace. He afterward confessed that he
though' the tongues were human, and
that his episcopal muster had relapsed
Into cannibalism. The dish reminded
him of a delicacy wh."ch had been the
delight of his uuregenfrate 'lays.

Bravery and Temperance.
No man can he brave who think:

Sc
rood.

the greatest evil; nor twnperat.
considers pleasure the Ligues

,

i

Natural Curios
"W.mt are hoy go ng.tc , do with ah
,e
he J00'" t(r ü

Wn

Cicero.

fl?

f wrk?

J"

Warner's
Corsets
are
Guaranteed
RUST-PROO- F

Clilldrer'8 Belief In Fairies.
To the cniMren fairies stand for all
the wonderful and unpredictable po
slbillties of life, for all the magic o
A
It, Its charm of unexpectedness.
child is n bit puzzled by the inevio
alie; in the fairy world It does not exfrom
ist. In that vorld he slips
with its end
the world of jrowc-ups- ,
remorselessly hound-tless com.equeac
the gay, irresponsible little
ano
Ue lov;s the grown-up- s
it Is not from tbem that he wishes to
escape, but" from ibelr world, their dli
Poanhu
unyielding world.
Joule,

We have all
Styles.

'

ch!l-luing-

Roy Trading Co.
"The Store That Buys Your Produce"
BUY A WAR SAVING STAMP

v.

TO-DA-

Y.

